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Entrepreneurs in Dnipropetrovsk
launch a fundraising campaign
to rename Karl Marx Street after
Oleksandr Pol, Ukrainian activist,
entrepreneur and philanthropist of
the 19th century

Ukraine suspends gas
imports from Poland
because of higher price
and reports of difficulties in reverse transit
from Romania

IMF mission arrives to work in Ukraine. Its conclusions
may influence further negotiations regarding cooperation with the IMF. At this point, Ukraine is unlikely to get
new IMF loans as the government refuses to fulfill the
requirement to raise gas tariffs for households in view of
the upcoming election

Dangerous
Games
Postponed Association Agreement signing may
become an effective tool to put pressure on
Yanukovych, but will make Ukraine more vulnerable
to Russia and increases the likelihood of an Armenian
scenario
Author: Oleksandr Kramar

A

t the time of the preparation
of this issue, the Polish Minister of Foreign Affairs, Radoslaw Sikorski, stated that
if Tymoshenko is not released, the
signing of the Association Agreement will have to be postponed until next year. “This is possible”, he
stressed, citing Moldova and Georgia, who are preparing to initial the
Agreement in Vilnius and sign it
next year. Thus, the EU is looking
for an asymmetric response to Yanukovych’s attempts to play on the
geopolitical confrontation between
Brussels and Moscow and avoid the
execution of previously undertaken
obligations.
Previously, Yanukovych actually withdrew from earlier agreements with the Cox-Kwasniewski
mission and instead of the supposedly “agreed” decision on the release of Tymoshenko, even if by
means of a partial pardon, he prefers to limit it to her release to go
abroad for medical treatment as is
her right as a prisoner, with the

The month
in history

|

1 November 1918

subsequent continuation of her imprisonment on her return to
Ukraine (should she indeed return). Moreover, the resolution of
the issue, even in this format, was
postponed after the disruption of
the parliamentary session on October 24, as a result of the scandalous
amendments to the Tax Code (see
page 6), which were seen as a threat
to the participation in the election
of the second most popular opposition candidate for the presidency
behind Tymoshenko – Vitaliy
Klitschko. Clearly, the government
took this step, hoping for certain
agreements with Putin in Minsk
and later in Sochi.
Currently, government representatives have publicly and in unison opposed the possibility of a pardon for Yulia Tymoshenko, since
there are “no grounds for this”. So
there are two possible further scenarios: either, remaining convicted,
she will go abroad for treatment, or
will stay in Ukraine. Moreover, the
second voting on the draft law for
medical treatment of prisoners
abroad will not take place before

2 November 1938

The November Riot known
also as the Battle of Lemberg
begins: Ukrainians take over
Lviv and proclaim the West
Ukrainian People’s Republic
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The First Vienna Arbitration transfers southern parts of Zakarpattia
and Slovakia densely
populated by Hungarians to Hungary

November 5, in other words, less
than two weeks prior to the meeting
of the Council of Europe on November 18. According to The Ukrainian
Week’s sources, the procedure for
passing the law and its signing by
Yanukovych could be finalised on
the eve of the summit, if not later.
The President may thus be hoping
to cover his back – he will only sign
the document that has been approved by parliament after the Association Agreement has been
signed by EU representatives. Otherwise, Yulia Tymoshenko will not
leave the territory of Ukraine.
At the same time, the developments on the Russian side signal

4 November 1950
Members of the Council of
Europe sign the Convention
for the Protection of Human
Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms in Rome
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payment for gas already purchased
in October, threatening of Ukraine
with advance payment for fuel, the
stirring up of a media war and so
on, is evidence that the Kremlin’s
only intent is to intensify pressure.
In all likelihood, official Moscow is convinced that the Association Agreement will not be signed
in November and that the situation
in Ukraine will become so critical,
that Kyiv will be forced to capitulate. Ukraine’s financial problems
are increasing. In October 30 – November 15, the government and the
NBU has to pay out USD 1.6bn of
external debt, Russia has already
raised the issue of the repayment of
the debt for the gas imported in
August, in the amount of almost
USD 0.9bn. This does not cancel
out the need to finance the import
of gas in October – November by
early December. In light of the start
of the cold season, these payments
will constitute more than USD 1bn
per month.
Thus, by December - immediately after the Vilnius Summit - the
Ukrainian government will have to
find at least USD 4.5bn for external
payments. This is on condition that
Gazprom does not demand the
above-mentioned advance payments. If it does, this amount will
increase further by more than USD
1bn. Will it be possible to find the
funds to pay these expenses, in
view of the problems Ukraine has
with access to international credit
markets? The question is rhetorical. Payment of the relevant
amount using the NBU’s gold and
currency reserves will mean that
the latter will be reduced from USD
21.6bn as of September 30 to less
than USD 16-17bn. This does not
even include significant interventions on the interbank market,
which, by the way, constituted

that as yet, Yanukovych has failed
to get the desired credit-price bonuses from Putin without the obligation to become a member of the
Customs Union. He can only get
them in exchange for rejecting the
Association Agreement with the
EU. It appears that no agreements
were reached either in Minsk, or in
Sochi, where they had a tete-a-tete
meeting lasting several hours on
October 27. And Russia’s subsequent actions, such as the suspension of the import of Ukrainian
carriages, restriction on the import
of meat products, the issue of an
overdue invoice for gas imported in
August on the eve of an even bigger

5 November 1953
Paton Bridge opens
in Kyiv. It is the
world's first allwelded bridge and
the longest bridge
in Kyiv

The European Parliament recommends the Council of the EU to sign the Association Agreement
with Ukraine only if it meets all conditions. The
EP also gives consent to temporarily enact almost
80% of the AA provisions immediately after signing, the EP Resolution of October 23 states

6 November 1943

Kyrgyzstan and Armenia
launch the process of joining
the Customs Union with
Russia, Kazakhstan and
Belarus

more than USD 0.5bn in September alone. At the same time, it
should be remembered that the liquidity level of NBU reserves remain unknown. The lion’s share of
its assets is in securities, which still
have to be sold.
Clearly, in such a situation, the
renewal of financing by the IMF and
other international institutions will
be the only possibility of avoiding
capitulation to Moscow. Even Premier Mykola Azarov, who had long
declared that “we shall survive without IMF loans”, is now talking about
his readiness to come to a “sensible
compromise” with this organization. The fact that this statement
was sounded after the Ukrainian
Premier explained that the delay in
the payment of social benefits from
the budget was caused by the “necessity to pay external debts” is telling. At the same time, the IMF is
not demonstrating any optimism. It
will be clearly futile to expect renewed financing if the Association
Agreement is not signed.
Under the above-mentioned
conditions, the threat of not rejecting, merely postponing the signing
of the Association Agreement –
and the renewal of cooperation
with the IMF respectively - for
three-four months is probably an
attempt to find an asymmetric instrument of pressure on Yanukovych in response to his attempts
to play on the geopolitical ambitions of Brussels and Moscow. Viktor Yanukovych will then have to
dream up how to hold out until
spring. But the EU is also taking a
risk: by increasing pressure, the
Kremlin can take advantage of the
above-mentioned time lag, to already force Yanukovych into the
Armenian scenario in winter. Neither Ukraine, nor the EU would
benefit from this.

7 November 1708

The 1 Ukrainian Front commanded by General Nikolai
Vatutin pushes back Hitler’s
army and takes over Kyiv
st

Hetman Ivan Mazepa switches
to the Swedish side in the Great
Northern War and starts a maneuver to join the army of Charles XII
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All Internet users can now get access to information about the founders of Ukrainian companies
and their stakes in statutory capitals. The Single
State Register of Legal Entities and Individual
Entrepreneurs offers access to virtually all data on
entrepreneurs on its website
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Klitschko
I
Knocked Out?

Authors: Oleksandr Mykhelson,
Andriy Skumin

The scandalous tax amendment and efforts to
aggravate mutual distrust in the opposition

n detective stories, a multiway intrigue is when every action inevitably evolves into an
entire chain of other ones. In
life, a multi-way intrigue opens
the door to new options. On October 24, the Verkhovna Rada
(VR) used one: it passed draft
law No. 2054a “On Amendments
to the Tax Code of Ukraine Regarding the Registration of Taxpayers”. Despite the innocent title, one provision of the draft law
in Article 170.11.1 has stirred a
scandal – “…an individual that
has a permanent residence permit in a foreign country shall be
considered a non-resident of
Ukraine”.
Formally, this is only “for tax
purposes”. The opposition, however, realizes that the amendment may be used to prevent
UDAR’s leader, Vitaliy Klitschko,
from running in the 2015 presidential election. The Ukrainian
Constitution requires candidates
for the presidency to reside in
Ukraine “for ten years prior to
the election year”.
The Klitschko brothers have
residence permits in Germany
where their promotion business
is based. It is no secret that this
could actually be a serious obstacle to Vitaliy Klitschko’s presidential aspirations. The media
buzzed about this for a while.
Klitschko himself said at the beginning of 2013 that he has lived
in Ukraine for six years after 13
years in Germany. However, his
internal Ukrainian passport does
not indicate a change of propyska - residence registration since 1992. After the amendment
was passed, he made an important statement: “I’m going to run
for the presidency!”

Surprising haste

The first red flag in the scandal
was the haste with which the
government pushed through
amended draft law 2054a. On
October 8, 337 MPs approved
the basic government-sponsored
document. On October 23, it was
returned for review to the VR
Tax and Customs Policy Committee (Tax and Customs Committee) before the second reading next day –it now had numerous amendments.

|
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Comments live

Batkivshchyna and UDAR MPs comment on whether
the Brychenko amendment fueled squabbles
in the opposition
Serhiy Sobolev, Batkivshchyna
This was yet another attempt to fuel conflicts within the
opposition but it had the opposite effect. In my opinion,
the teams worked well. Moreover, it was obvious immediately that the Party of Regions had planned the whole
scheme and was interested in it. Plus, it took place
alongside a number of other actions. Against Tymoshenko. In fact, a declaration was made during those days
that there would be no pardon or amnesty for her. That
there would be no law other than the one to allow her treatment abroad.
Klitschko basically said that he was prepared to continue all negotiations to
agree on one opposition candidate. It was emotional at first, but then… a
statement followed that this would not harm the single candidate, and this
is true. So, the opposition has no controversies on this. Our opinions remain
valid. If the law changes to have a one-round presidential election, the single candidate will run. If it doesn’t, all candidates are ready to support the
one who will win the first round. I think our stance remains unchanged.
Oksana Prodan, UDAR
Vitaliy Klitschko’s statement should put an end to the
government’s insinuations and provocations. It will do
no harm to the opposition’s agreement. Moreover, we
already hear Yatseniuk and Tyahnybok state that they
understand and support Vitaliy Klitschko. I have already
filed an appeal to Prosecutor General to investigate falsifications during the vote on the draft law to amend
the Tax Code. I think it is impossible to miss the blatant
falsifications that took place there. I would like to remind you that the President has not yet signed the draft law. He can stop
these provocations and falsifications by sending the draft law to repeated
voting in parliament.
Lawyers barely had time to
analyze it before it was handed
out to MPs on October 23. As a
result, most legislators had no
idea that they were now voting
for something different from the
draft law they had passed in the
first reading two weeks earlier.
Then, VR Speaker Volodymyr Rybak put the whole bill up
for vote instead of each amendment, including the notorious
tax amendment, individually.
The opposition went into an uproar but that did not help. Rybak
signed it on the same day and
immediately sent it to Yanukovych. So it’s more than likely
that it will be signed and enacted.
UDAR’s MP Oksana Prodan
who is member of the Tax and
Customs Committee now insists
that the tax amendment was
never discussed at the committee meeting. In her appeal to
Prosecutor General on this she
wrote that “the comparison table
with changes in the draft law
presented to parliament for the
October 24 vote was not the one
that was considered at the committee meeting.”

A provocation?

The scandalous amendment was
sponsored by Batkivshchyna’s
Ihor Brychenko. Obviously, this
alerted UDAR MPs, fueling suspicion of a secret plot to kick Vitaliy Klitschko out of the election
race, given that he is currently
the major obstacle on Arseniy
Yatseniuk’s path to the second
round. In response to this, Yatseniuk claimed in parliament
that the fact of Brychenko’s submission of the amendment was
falsified. Brychenko himself said
that he did not sponsor any
amendments to the draft law. He
even confused the document
number, referring to it as 2045,
not 2054a.
According to The Ukrainian Week’s source, however,
Ihor Brychenko did sponsor the
amendment. He tried to recall it
on the morning of October 24
but failed. Vitaliy Khomutynnyk
confirmed this in parliament,
saying that Brychenko had submitted 31 amendments, then
“expressed the desire to recall
some of them”. After the close of
the day’s session, Yatseniuk confirmed this, too. He told report-
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ers that he and Brychenko had
spoken to Rybak at 9 a.m. that
day and that Rybak had promised not to put the amendment
up for the vote.
It is surprising how easily
Speaker Rybak tricked the opposition, despite being known for
breaking laws and his own promises on many occasions. It is surprising that they believed him to
the extent that they did not expect the draft law to be put up for
the vote in its entirety and were
not prepared.
This was yet another blow to
the image of Batkivshchyna and
Yatseniuk, and Party of Regions’
MPs swiftly zeroed in on the
“split in the opposition” in their
speeches.

The ECHR’s decision
on the Major
Melnychenko case
dated October 19,
2004, is an
argument Klitschko
could use against the
tax amendment

The scale of the threat

The image of Batkivshchyna
and Yatseniuk has suffered
yet another blow

If the government decides that
the Tax Code amendments are
not enough, it could also amend
the Law “On the Freedom of
Movement and Free Choice of
Place to Live”, preventing Vitaliy
Klitschko from registering as a
candidate. But Klitschko has
tools to counter this, too.
A serious argument in
Klitschko’s favour is the European Court’s decision on Major
Melnychenko dated October 19,
2004. Back then, Melnychenko
was not allowed to register as a
parliamentary candidate based
on the residence factor. The

|
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Court found that “the requirement of residence in Ukraine
was not absolute and that the
domestic authorities, in allowing or refusing registration of a
particular
candidate,
were
obliged to take into account his
or her specific situation. The
Court considers that neither the
relevant legislation nor practice
contained a direct eligibility requirement of “habitual” or “continuous” residence in the territory of Ukraine. Furthermore,
no distinction was made in the
law between “official” and “habitual” residence on the territory of Ukraine.”
The ECHR also observed that
“the only proof of legal registration of residence in Ukraine at

that time was in an ordinary citizen's internal passport, which
did not always correspond to the
person's habitual place of residence. The Court further noted
that the propyska was an integral and fundamental aspect of
the Ukrainian administrative
system and was widely used for a
number of official purposes
(such as the registration of the
citizen's current place of resi-

dence, conscription, voting and
various property issues)”.
It is clear, however, that the
argument about Klitschko paying
taxes abroad will be used more
and more often in political mudslinging as the election nears.
The Party of Regions’ Hanna
Herman and Vadym Kolesnichenko announced in parliament that Klitschko feeds those
who “killed our people” and
“plundered our land” by paying
taxes in Germany. This was
clearly an overreaction. Ms. Herman is known for her love of
German cars, so she and people
like her support the German
economy no less than people like
Klitschko do.
Last but not least is how many
opposition politicians interpret
the notorious amendment: the
government needed it to disrupt
the passing of draft laws to release Yulia Tymoshenko, among
other things. This would mean
the disruption of the Association
Agreement. An UDAR MP told
The Ukrainian Week that
“One Party of Regions’ MP approached me personally and told
me: ‘don’t give up, block parliament!’ They wanted us to disrupt
the session, then accuse the opposition of preventing Tymoshenko’s release”.
This could indeed have been
the purpose of the scheme. After
all, the opposition did not block
parliament but is still blamed for
the delay in the Tymoshenko issue. When this article was written, Speaker Rybak asked foreign
ambassadors to “communicate to
their governments” that it is the
opposition that is hampering the
release of Tymoshenko. However, both the three opposition
factions, and the Party of Regions – a total of 367 MPs – all
voted to postpone the consideration of draft laws on Tymoshenko’s release until the beginning
of November. The most obvious
reason for the Party of Regions’
reluctance to consider this issue
on October 25 is the following: at
that time, President Yanukovych
had not yet managed to talk to
Russian President Putin about
what Russia would be ready to
do in return for Ukraine’s refusal
to sign the Association Agreement with the EU. The tax
amendment could have been a
convenient means to buy time.

|
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Facing the Crisis of Democracy

D

emocracy is a mosaic of hundreds of small and
big constituents, and it is moving constantly.
Many parts, such as rights and institutions,
are not stable. Not all of them move in the
good direction. But all of them combined define the
quality of democracy in a specific moment.
Today, a lot of these elements see a regress in many
countries. The quality of public debate declines and big
media prefer scandals over
substance. National democracies are subject to markets and
too weak to civilise them. Parties no longer represent the
majority of society. That is why
many talk of the crisis of democracy. Some write that we
have reached a “post-democratic” time; that democracy is
no longer real, no more than a
smokescreen. That is painful.
But we have to face it in order
to know what we have to do to
restore it.
Elections are a big constitutive part in the democratic
mosaic. In too many of the 57 member-states of the Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe
(OSCE), as well as in 47 member-states of the Council of
Europe (CoE), democracy is weak because the quality of
the election process is bad. As a result, political power
lacks legitimacy, is often misused and does not respect
human rights or the general interest of people.
This October, many Europeans witnessed such
failed presidential election
in Azerbaijan, and were astonished that not all observers stated what has to
be said when the quality of
democracy is served, not
the interest of those who
get power illegitimately. I observed the preparation
for this election in the PACE Monitoring Committee and the day before the election in Gedebey, a very
rural municipality on the feet of the South Caucasus,
440 km away from Baku. OSCE delegates – experts who
observed the campaign for several months, as well as
short-term observers – all came to a clear conclusion:
“The presidential election in Azerbaijan was undermined by limitations on the freedoms of expression,
assembly and association that did not guarantee a
level playing field for candidates. Continued allegations of candidate and voter intimidation and a restrictive media environment marred the campaign.
Significant problems were observed throughout all
stages of election day processes and underscored the
serious shortcomings that need to be addressed in order for Azerbaijan to fully meet its OSCE commitments for genuine and democratic elections.“
With this statement, OSCE delegates showed that the
quality of an election cannot be judged by just one day
when citizens actually vote.

However, the majority of PACE delegates ignored
the obligation to look at the whole process, in which
even a director of a CoE political school was arrested
and prevented from being a candidate. Instead, they
concentrated on what they saw with their own eyes
on the election day and came to a statement which
was not well understood: „ Overall around election
day we have observed a free, fair and transparent
electoral process. (...) From
what we have seen, electoral
procedures on the eve and
on election day have been
carried out in a professional
and peaceful way. (...) On
election day we did not witness any evidence of intimidation against voters, in or
close to polling stations. (...)
However, improvements are
still desirable with regards
to the electoral framework,
notably concerning the respect of fundamental freedoms during the months before the election.“
The biggest surprise for me came from OSCE Acting
Chairman and Ukraine’s Foreign Minister, Leonid Kozhara. „In these statements the international observers
conclude that a number of aspects of the conduct of the
Presidential Election in Azerbaijan showed progress towards meeting the OSCE and Council of Europe commitments and other international standards for democratic elections, while also
outlining the areas which
need to be further improved. (...) In this regard,
I congratulate the people
and the leadership of
Azerbaijan
on
this
achievement that represents an important step
forward in democratic development of their country,” his statement said.
Many of “the people” of Azerbaijan showed immediately
what they thought about such a statement at a protest
that took place the next weekend after the election in
Baku (see photo). The statement may have pleased the
winner, the oligarchs and the energy-supply needs of
many, but it had nothing to do with political truth or the
quality of democracy. The Ukrainian Minister also committed the faux pas to refer himself to “international observers” who where invited and paid by the regime and
do not live up to the Copenhagen Criteria – the reference for evaluation of elections for the international
community.
Such conceptual and diplomatic mistakes do not help
restore democracy in Europe. Those who want to do this
have to face the facts and name the shortcomings
clearly. Only then we may learn which stones in our mosaic have to be repaired and how this has to be done.
Then we can stop the regression and improve the democratic process, knowing that this effort will never end.

Author:
Andreas Gross

The crisis of democracy is
painful. But we have to face
it in order to know what
we have to do to restore it
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EU-RUSSIA
SHOWDOWN
As the Vilnius Summit nears,
the question of how effectively the EU
will respond to the Kremlin's growing
pressure on its European neighbours
is open
Author:
Janusz Bugajski

R

elations between the European Union and Russia are
at their lowest point since
the Union began to expand
eastwards following the collapse
of the Soviet bloc. While EU leaders now realize that Russia does
not abide by international conventions and regulations, Moscow views the Union as a significant threat to its regional ambitions. In response to Russia’s
aggressive moves against its nearest European neighbors, EU
states will need a common voice
and an effective “Eurasian” policy
in close coordination with Washington.

The Europe-Eurasia
Chasm

There is a fundamental difference
between the EU and Russia. The
EU project is designed to increase
multinational governance in an
increasingly interconnected continent. In stark contrast, Putinist
Russia is intent on rebuilding a
strong state that is not bound by
international norms and subordinates weaker neighbors. While
Russia’s leadership operates in
terms of spheres of influence and
zero-sum calculations, EU policymakers believe in mutual interests, shared sovereignty, and
“win-win” solutions.
In Russia’s western strategic
horizon, perceptions of the EU
have undergone three main
stages. In the early 1990s, the EU
was viewed as a relatively harmless organization, limited to
Western Europe, focused on economic cooperation and trade, and

|
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lacking a foreign policy or security dimension. By the mid to late
1990s, the EU was increasingly
perceived as a useful counterpart
to NATO and U.S. influence when
it assumed a growing number of
“soft security” functions amid intensive debates about the rationale for NATO’s future.
During the Putin presidency,
the EU has been perceived as encroaching on Russia’s national interests. By the mid-2000s, the
EU included most of the CentralEast European (CEE) countries,
which challenged the accommodating Union approach toward
Moscow’s democratic regression
and regional reimperialization.
The EU’s democratization agenda
was viewed in the Kremlin as undermining the policy of maintaining pliable post-Soviet governments along its borders. Additionally, EU standards for
government accountability, business transparency, market competition, and environmental protection increasingly undercut
Russia’s economic penetration,
which was primarily based on
opaque business practices. In
sum, the EU’s gravitational force
was seen as pulling several postSoviet neighburs permanently
out of Moscow’s orbit.
The EU now occupies a pivotal position in Russia’s strategic
equations. A unified EU foreign
policy synchronized with Washington that undercuts Russia’s aspirations is viewed in Moscow as
a source of threat that needs to be
neutralized. In effect, the EU may
be a more direct challenge to
Moscow’s ambitions than NATO.
Not only is it disrupting the Eurasia project, but it also could be-
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come a growing source of attraction to various regions inside the
Russian Federation, including
those forcibly annexed from
neighboring European states,
such as Kaliningrad and Karelia.

If Russia moves from
threat to action against
Kyiv or Chisinau it is
essential for Europe and
the U.S. to maintain a
unified position
The Battle of Vilnius

The EU's Vilnius Summit on November 28-29 promises to be a
major showdown between Brussels and Moscow. In the past few
months, the battle lines have
been drawn between the European and Eurasian projects and
they revolve around the identity
and membership of several post-

|
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Soviet states. Under the Lithuanian presidency, the EU has reinforced its commitment to signing
Association Agreements and Free
Trade accords with a number of
East European capitals. To qualify, each country must meet some
basic political and economic criteria. Although the signatories
have no immediate prospect for
EU membership, the agreements
are viewed as the first rung in an
upward ladder toward accession.
By establishing a free-trade
area with the EU, each country
will improve its access to Europe’s markets while gaining increased foreign direct investment. In return, the EU expects
the modernization of regulatory
systems and business practices in
line with its standards. The association agreement would also require conformity with EU political norms, including a reformed
justice system and free elections.

On October 23, the
European Parliament
passed a resolution
accusing Russia of
pressure on its neighbours: “…the free
choices of the Eastern Partnership
countries should not
make them bear consequences such as
trade measures, visa
policy, the restricted
mobility of workers,
interference in frozen
conflicts, and others.
It also urged the European Commission
and the European External Action Service
to “deal with the deplorable developments beyond a
purely trade dimension, thereby acting
and defending the
Union’s partners”.

The long-term economic benefits
of these arrangements will be far
more substantial than any closer
economic links with Russia.
Ukraine, Moldova, and Georgia have been singled out as
meeting the criteria for EU association and free trade. This is despite the fact that Moldova and
Georgia are divided states and the
Ukrainian government has still
not released from jail the former
Prime Minister Yulia Timoshenko. The support of new EU
members has been crucial in enticing the emerging democracies
to join the European project and
thus reducing their political turbulence, economic instability,
and dependence on Russia.
But instead of seeing the EU
initiative as a means of stabilizing
its neighborhood, Moscow views
the Vilnius summit as a direct
threat to its ambitions for creating a Eurasian Union (EuU). In

the latter arrangement, the former Soviet republics would need
to revoke their commitments to
EU accession. Moscow envisages
several stages in Eurasian construction, beginning with a Customs Union and moving toward
an economic and political amalgamation modeled on the EU but
with one significant difference.
Whereas the EU is based on
shared sovereignty, the EuU will
be founded on surrendered sovereignty to a dominant central
power. Russia is offering membership in the Customs Union to
its former dominions, which currently includes Russia, Belarus,
and Kazakhstan, claiming that
this will bring tangible benefits.
In reality, this is a protectionist
project and the first step on a
downward ladder toward subordination.
An expanding EU is a direct
threat to Putin's Eurasia project
as it precludes future state mergers with Russia. EU entry is also
viewed in Moscow as enhancing
each country's qualifications for
NATO accession and closer links
with the U.S. To thwart such European aspirations, Russian officials have heated up their rhetoric. In early September, Putin cajoled the Armenian government
to revoke its EU ambitions and
join the Customs Union. Armenian President Serzh Sargsyan
came home from Moscow visibly
humbled and announced that Yerevan would join the Russia bloc,
in effect renouncing any EU aspirations.
Putin stressed Armenia’s economic and energy dependence on
Moscow and reportedly threatened Yerevan with withdrawing
support for Armenia’s occupation
of Nagorno-Karabakh and other
Azerbaijani territories. Moldova
is also menaced by Moscow with
economic collapse, with sanctions
already imposed on Moldovan
wine, the country's major export
item. The Kremlin also manipulates Transnistrian separatism to
bring Chisinau into line.
The most serious recent
threat has been issued against
Ukraine, the pivotal piece in the
Eurasian jigsaw puzzle. At an international forum in Yalta on
September 21, Kremlin adviser
Sergei Glazyev brazenly warned
of Russian sanctions if Ukraine
signs the EU accords. Moscow
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would evidently impose an economic blockade and raise energy
prices to hasten Ukraine’s economic collapse. The Kremlin
could also terminate the bilateral
treaty on strategic partnership
and no longer recognize Ukraine’s
borders. It could also support
separatist movements in Eastern
and Southern Ukraine and be
prepared to intervene on their behalf. In effect, the Kremlin has
raised the specter of partition and
challenged Ukraine’s existence as
a unified state.
The response of Brussels to
Russian threats has been stronger
than expected. Stefan Füle, the European Commissioner for Enlargement and Neighbourhood Policy,
asserted that Customs Union
membership is not legally or technically compatible with the EU
Free Trade accords. He also issued
a strong statement in the European
Parliament criticizing the pressure
exerted by Russia on the EU’s Eastern Partnership countries. The U.S.
administration has also become involved in the dispute, asserting
that Russia's threats against
Ukraine and Moldova contradicted
its commitments to various international agreements, including the
principles of the Organization for
Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE).
Both the Ukrainian and Moldovan governments have refused
to succumb to Moscow’s blackmail. If Russia moves from threat
to action against Kyiv or Chisinau
it is essential for Europe and the
U.S. to maintain a unified position. Either the creation of a Moscow-dominated Eurasian Union
or conflicts generated by resistance to establishing such an alliance will undermine security
along the EU's current borders.
But as the Vilnius showdown approaches, it remains unclear how
effective a response the allies are
willing to undertake in defending
the sovereignty and integrity of
neighboring states if the Kremlin
escalates its pressures.

Spreading Conflicts

In addition to conflicts over the
EU’s eastern neighborhood, Russian authorities have accused
Lithuania of harming its energy
interests. Vilnius has lodged complaints to the European Commission that Gazprom uses its domination of the natural gas market
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to charge the country excessive
prices and manipulates energy
supplies as a form of political
pressure. Russia’s officials have
criticized EU moves to boost energy market competition and undercut Europe’s reliance on Russian supplies. The Commission
announced in September that it is
finalizing its judgment on Gazprom’s gas trading practices. EU
regulators are preparing to
charge Gazprom with abusing its
dominant position - this could
lead to a fine of up to USD 15bn.
Furthermore, if gas prices are
freed, Gazprom could lose a further USD 14bn in revenues.
Moscow’s reaction has been
predictable, by imposing trade
sanctions on Lithuania and threatening other states with embargoes. In early October, Russia’s
Customs Service banned the import of Lithuanian dairy products

The EU may be a more
direct challenge
to Moscow’s ambitions
than NATO
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and an embargo on meat, fish, and
other products was threatened.
EU Trade Commissioner Karel De
Gucht asserted that Moscow failed
to provide clarification regarding
its customs controls and its moves
could precipitate a challenge
against Russia in the World Trade
Organization (WTO).
Paradoxically,
Moscow’s
sanctions against Vilnius created
serious problems in Kaliningrad,
which is more dependent on Lithuanian produce, and even
sparked public protests in this
Russian exclave against Kremlin
tactics. Vilnius has also threatened to block Russia's road and
rail access to Kaliningrad if Moscow continues to pressure its
neighbors, thus further isolating
the region. Such moves could
raise support for Kaliningrad’s
independence from Moscow that
would boost the region’s chances
for closer links with the EU.
Among other sources of
mounting EU-Russia tensions are
human rights violations and the
arrest of Greenpeace environmentalists. According to Ambassador Vygaudas Usackas, Head of
the Delegation of the EU to Russia, Moscow’s deteriorating hu-

man rights record could obstruct
the ratification of the Russia-EU
visa-free travel agreement in European parliaments. Moreover,
the imprisonment of Greenpeace
activists on charges of piracy for
protesting against Moscow’s Arctic oil drilling has outraged all EU
capitals and confirmed that Russia is becoming a rogue state.

Europe’s Test Ahead

EU parliamentarians, especially
those from CEE, have urged the
European Commission to adopt a
firmer stance against Moscow’s
multiple abuses of its neighbors
and its disregard of international
norms. A bureaucratic response
and punitive actions against Gazprom or against Moscow at the
WTO are not enough to affect
Kremlin policy. The EU has the
opportunity to act in solidarity
with Lithuania and all member
states that are threatened by
Moscow by demonstrating that
aggression ultimately harms Russia itself.
As the Vilnius summit approaches the most effective response would be to ceremoniously sign association and free
trade agreements with Ukraine,
Moldova, and Georgia. The summit should also announce that all
post-Soviet states except Russia
are invited to obtain the same arrangements. Even those countries
that have mistakenly entered
Moscow’s Customs Union, where
they will incur significant economic and political costs, can return to Europe once they revoke
their signatures.
Brussels must also unequivocally confirm that each aspirant
will be considered for full EU
membership and will be given an
accession path similar to those afforded to all the West Balkan
countries, once they meet the initial criteria for accession. Simultaneously, a common position with
Washington should be issued during or after the Vilnius summit.
This must underscore that bullying and pressure by Moscow will
be countered by resolute action to
construct a democratic, secure,
and prosperous trans-Atlantic
community that includes all European states. The Kremlin needs to
understand that bullying and
blackmail is counter-productive
and will ultimately defeat its own
ambitions.

|opinion

Bidding Farewell
to Russia
R
ussia generously helps the EU. If we needed proof
that swiftly deteriorating human rights record in
Russia coupled with intimidation and blackmail
campaigns it launches from time to time against
its neighbours are not a fantasy of the Baltic States and
Poland portrayed by Russian propagandists as the leaders of international Russophobes, we got it at last.
The Magnitski case, the Bolotnaya case, the Khodorkovsky saga (October marked the 10th year that Mikhail
Khodorkovsky spent behind bars), and the Pussy Riot
story, were all followed over the past weeks by the ghosts
of Soviet propaganda and oppressive practices. These included an overt denial of the universal validity of human
rights and civil liberties, and political abuse of psychiatry
– it suffices to recall Mikhail Kosenko who will undergo
compulsory
psychiatric
treatment outside Moscow
only due to his participation in the Bolotnaya
Square events.
In addition, recent ethnic
riots in Moscow signal the
awakening of official xenophobia as a state policy.
Instead of protecting innocent migrants and
workers against the mob, Sergey Sobyanin, Moscow’s new mayor, ordered to arrest hundreds of
migrants. Coupled with fascist rhetoric of the political
clown Vladimir Zhirinovsky, it leaves a bitter and unpleasant taste of the rise of fascism or at least of irresponsible playing with the fire.
This is not the end of the story, though. The piracy
charges dropped and then replaced with hooliganism
charges against Greenpeace activists clearly mark Russia’s positioning itself beyond international law. If present
Russia under Vladimir Putin has decided to “adjust” the
entire system of international relations to its foreign policies and domestic political needs, we have to call a spade a
spade. We are at the new cold war – undeclared, ignored,
written off as a Russophobic fantasy or else dismissed,
which nevertheless is there, no matter what they say.
Therefore, Edward Lucas wrote smart prose and talked
sense in his perceptive book The New Cold War. We
simply chose not to name what was, and continues to
be, obvious. We are at cold war with the Kremlin which
regards all those who joined the EU and NATO as traitors and enemies. We have to be blind and deaf not to
identify the political will to resurrect the Soviet Union in
a new and slightly modified hypostasis (as an Eastern
European version of successful authoritarian modernization after the Chinese pattern, or, better still, after the
Chilean experiment – no wonder that Pinochet was
praised up to the skies in Russia even by its “liberals”).
On a closer look at the massive blackmail and intimidation campaign targeted by Russia at Ukraine and

Lithuania, it appears that the third Eastern Partnership Summit to be held on November 28-29 in Vilnius
is not a headache, but rather something tantamount to
an existential threat to Russia. How else can we understand the malicious actions of Russia vis-à-vis Lithuania, its truck drivers on the border, or dairy products?
It is a massive attack against what is still regarded as
their zone of interest.
I will never forget how once my friend Edward Lucas reacted to a remark made by a high-ranking European
Commission official in an informal meeting of political
experts, opinion and policy makers.
To the point made by a colleague concerning some
neighboring countries as objects of special Russian interest, Lucas reacted by asking as to what kind of interest Germany has in, say,
Denmark. That was the
end of the debate, as it
was becoming increasingly clear that no neighbouring country, no matter whether big or small, is
a property of a large country which claims an exclusive right to form a regional political landscape
in accordance with its wishes and urges.
By blackmailing neighbouring countries, Russia is
not doing itself a good service. Ukraine is big and strong
enough to ignore Russian pressure. The paradox is that
Russia needs Ukraine much more than Ukraine needs
Russia. Russia is still inclined to see Ukraine as its Significant Other, and therefore the Kremlin cannot conceive a Russian empire without Ukraine. All paths to any
form of the restoration of the Russian empire lead
through Ukraine. Full stop here.
This relationship is based on incomparably more than
pragmatic interest. It is more complex than a sheer lovehate relationship so characteristic of Eastern and Central
Europe vis-à-vis Russia, as Ukraine is a significant part of
Russia’s historically formed identity. If the Baltic States
are little more than a historical sentiment and a jingoist
reaction to what once was the North-Western region of
the empire, Ukraine is at the heart of Russian identity.
And yet Ukraine and Russia are bound to bid farewell
to one another. Ukraine will remain a precious friend
to a democratic Russia in the future. Not now, alas. Every move towards a dignified way to live and choose
one’s priorities freely is met by Russia with paranoid
suspicion, anger, and frustration. Instead of thinking
about its decreasing population and changing demographic situation which makes it quite possible for
Russians to end up as a minority in Siberia with an
overwhelming Chinese majority, or about how to win
respect and friendship in Europe, Russia is till fighting
with the ghosts of its past.
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Ukraine will remain
a friend to a democratic
Russia in the future.
Now, Ukraine and Russia
are bound to bid farewell
to one another
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Georgia’s Unknown
President
The media are buzzing about how and why the “era
of Saakashvili” came to an end. Some say that his
page in history has been turned forever. Others are
confident that the 45-year old is too young to bow
out of politics
Author:
Vakhtang
Kipiani a
special report
for The
Ukrainian
Week from
Tbilisi

T

wo months ago, I had a
chance to ask Mikheil Saakashvili what he would do
once he leaves the president’s palace. He said that he
would remain in politics since he
has many proactive supporters
and unused potential. He even
said that he wouldn’t mind returning to the government, however he
would continue to make radical
reforms there, not just sit patiently in his office.

Choosing a weak
president

This year’s presidential campaign
was very different from previous
ones. First, constitutional reforms
made Georgia a parliamentary republic and gave the legislature control over appointing the premier.
The president no longer affects appointments in government, nor can
he dissolve the legislature. Secondly, Georgians viewed the October 27 election as the final chord in
the transfer of all power from Saakashvili and his party to the Georgian Dream coalition.
Right after last year’s parliamentary election won by Georgian
Dream, the party of Russian-French
billionaire Bidzina Ivanishvili, the
president still maintained a good
deal of de jure and de facto power.
Saakashvili was entitled by the Constitution to appointing his ministers
of defence, internal and foreign affairs. This would mean a way into
the government. So he allowed his
opponents to appoint their people
to these offices. In return, he expected respect for the rights of the
opposition minority and himself,
the President and leader of the
United National Movement.
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However, Ivanishvili put many
officials from Saakashvili’s team behind bars. One was Vano Merabishvili, Secretary General in Saakashvili’s party and the architect of the
successful police reforms. When he
was accused of several absurd episodes, his lawyers fended off the
prosecutors’ attacks and the case
began to fall apart. But he soon
faced new charges.
Thus, the attempt to introduce a
practice in which several antagonistic forces would co-exist in Georgian
politics failed. Saakashvili’s voters
criticized him for giving up, allowing bandits and Russian agents into
the government. Ivanishvili’s electorate were equally outraged: in
their eyes, Saakashvili was a tyrant,
a criminal and there was no way
that the new government could coordinate its policies with him.
The top parties got to the final
phase of the election with opposite
motivations. Ivanishvili’s supporters struggled to eliminate legislative
dualism and give all power to Premier Ivanishvili. Saakashvili’s electorate struggled to prove that they
exist despite repressions, and remain the main opposition party in
the country. Both fulfilled their
tasks on October 27.

The end of the race

Nino Burjanadze, ex-speaker of the
Georgian parliament and former
member of the opposition team of
the 2003 Revolution of Roses, is the
best-known candidate in Ukraine.
She was not satisfied with anything
less than a leading role in Georgian
politics. Moreover, Saakashvili did
not take into account the economic
interests of her husband, ex-deputy
prosecutor general and head of the

border police. After the 2008 Russia-Georgia war, Burjanadze was
the first Georgian politician to visit
Vladimir Putin and subsequently
met with him several more times.
She is considered the primary facilitator of Russian politics in Georgia
– sort of a local Viktor Medvedchuk,
but with more charisma and willingness to take political risks.
She spent many years on the
sidelines and stayed away from local and parliamentary elections.
Now is her time. Part of the Georgian electorate is growing increasingly weary of their once-beloved
Georgian Dream idols, but will
never vote for a candidate from Saakashvili’s party. “Soviets” would be
the best name for them.
Their choice is purely emotional, based on post-Soviet and
post-Russian nostalgia. They naively believe that Russia still loves

|
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A poster
of the progovernment
coalition
candidate
Giorgi
Margvelashvili
and the
eternally sad
Charlie Chaplin

then the Minister of Conflict Regulation in charge of the reintegration
of occupied territories, and finally
as Interior Minister. He was the
one to bear the negative aspects of
the United National Movement’s
eight years in government.
Giorgi Margvelashvili is Ivanishvili’s candidate. This gave the
little-known former professor of
philosophy-turned Education Minister a pass to the president’s office.
Unlike his predecessors, he has
nothing much to show the voters.
He has no highs or lows—a grey
mouse that has accidentally found
himself in an atypical role. But that
was Ivanishvili’s decision – and
that is enough.
There is a much stronger candidate on Ivanishvili’s team. Irakli
Alasania is a charismatic 40-year
old European and NATO oriented
Defence Minister who speaks English. He is one of the few principled
people in the Georgian Dream and
the leader of the Our Georgia –
Free Democrats party. He is an independent politician with good
contacts in Washington and Brussels, and very different from his
boss who remains a dark horse for

Constitutional reforms
made Georgia a
parliamentary republic
and gave the legislature
control over appointing
the premier
and awaits them, that it is willing to
allow Georgian agricultural products into its markets, and that Putin is ready to help Georgia restore
its territorial integrity. For them,
the conflicts with Russia were all
the fault of “stupid Mikheil”.
Thanks to lavish funding attained right before the election,
Burjanadze managed to come in
third. Her portraits were everywhere – in the subway, on the yellow city buses, on billboards and in
shop windows.
Davit Bakradze is a somewhat
reluctant candidate from the
United National Movement. After
Vano Merabishvili ended up in jail,
Saakashvili was left without a charismatic and electable candidate.
Then, ex-speaker Bakradze won
the primaries. He had an impressive career, first as chairman of the
European Integration Committee,

the world after a year as premier.
That is why Alasania received no
blessing from Ivanishvili while
Margvelashvili did.

Georgians vote
with their feet

This year, 46.6% of Georgians
showed up at polling stations. This
was the lowest turnout ever. Half
of the voters voted “against all”
with their feet rather than ballots.
As a result, the winner is the president of the minority.
The electorate was predictably
most proactive in Sachkhere, home
region of Premier Ivanishvili. For
many years, he was a real father for
his region in deeds, not just words.
He paid for all utilities, covered
college tuition for local children,
gave TV antennas and fertilizer to
local families and provided them
with clothes. However, he did not

create any jobs despite his assets.
Over 94% of his countrymen voted
for a continuation of the “handouts” –yet another record set in
this election.

The winners are not
judged. The defeated may
well be

Giorgi Margvelashvili, who will become the fourth president of Georgia in mid-November, gained 62%
of the overall vote. Davit Bakradze
came in second with 21.7%, while
Nino Burjanadze ended up with
just 10.16%.
Bidzina Ivanishvili has concentrated enormous executive and legislative power in his hands. He will
now have no one else on which to
blame his political problems and
mistakes. The newly-elected Margvelashvili was happy about the
election outcome but knew his
place and waited for the Premier to
finish his speech at the briefing.
This is not a place for independent
political games or ambitions. An
era of public politics is followed by
an epoch of Byzantinism. Moreover, the oligarch Ivanishvili has
promised to resign from the premier’s office only to control the
government from outside. This
suggests that his spin-doctors are
tasked with weakening Georgia as
much as possible. Efforts to this
end are sadly easy to see.
Bakradze, following Saakashvili’s suit a year ago, did not wait for
the official results of the election.
He greeted his opponent on the victory and offered to work for Georgia
together with him, yet this civilized
gesture remained unnoticed.
A few hours later, President
Mikheil Saakashvili spoke his piece:
“I am deeply convinced that Georgia
is moving toward Europe and the
voters support this course… All
those who do not like the outcome
of the election should not give up;
any retreat is always temporary.
Georgia has a good future”.
These are nice words, but is the
victorious party willing to halt the
acts of repression that threaten to
reach Saakashvili? Some alarm
bells are already sounding. The
investigation into the death of
Zurab Zhvania, former parliament
speaker and a top activist in the
Revolution of Roses, has been resumed. The media is buzzing with
potential attempts to blame this on
Saakashvili, but we will soon see
where this story is headed.
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Who Says Bankers
Can Relax?
Having survived a harsh liquidity crunch last year, the Ukrainian
banking system now seems fairly stable. This impression is misleading
Author:
Lyubomyr Shavalyuk

L

ast year, Ukrainian banks
found themselves caught up
in a liquidity crunch, provoked by the National Bank
of Ukraine (NBU). Interbank
overnight rates exceeded 50%
while the average interest rate on
hryvnia-denominated deposits
was 25%. Interest rates are now
lower. However, the underlying
problems remain unresolved, going from serious to chronic.

European banks flee

Despite the overall illusion of stability, the situation with individual banks and their groups seems
much more worrisome. The
banking market is undergoing redistribution: while some banks
struggle to make ends meet, others are put up for sale, and some
buy up their competitors on a
massive scale (see Shifts on
the banking market).
Over the past three to four
years, around ten European
banks have left Ukraine. The process continues. Bankers claim
that a few more Western parent
banks are looking for buyers for
their Ukrainian subsidiaries. Recent examples include UniCredit’s UkrSotsBank and Raiffeisen
Bank’s Aval.
According to one banker,
when Europeans entered the
Ukrainian market before the
2008-2009 crisis, they had no
clear strategy for the local market. Their goal was the fat profit
they could earn on the margin between cheap money borrowed in
Europe and expensive loans issued in Ukraine. In the process,
Western bank executives did not
think about what they would do
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with their Ukrainian subsidiaries
in the post-crisis recovery – at
this point, they are not making
the expected profit. It dropped
from 13% in 2007 to 1.3% in the
first nine months of 2013. Now,
they are waiting in line to leave
the market. The European debt
crisis, coupled with the specifics
of the Ukrainian business environment, seems to further encourage them to do just that.
As a result, the assets of
banks with Western capital (I-III
groups based on the NBU classification) in Ukraine have shrunk
by a third over the past two and a
half years, dropping from UAH
272bn to UAH 187bn. European
banks have taken technological
innovativeness, the quality of
services, liquidity, fairness and
transparency with them.
The dynamics in accumulating provisions for bad assets (see
Opposite standards) is a perfect
illustration of the loss of transparency. Right after the 20082009 crisis, most subsidiaries of
European banks accumulated
transparent provisions for bad
debts and other toxic assets. By
the end of 2010, they had almost
UAH 55bn or 20% of total banking assets. They declared the provisions – and suffered relevant
losses.
The loss was triggered by the
local business practice. The oligarchs who owned the banks before selling them to Europeans
used them to lend to their other
businesses. These loans remained on the banks’ balance
sheets as they were sold to Europeans before the crisis. The latter
gave oligarchs an excuse to not
repay the loans.
As a result, European owners wrote off half of their provi-
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sions over a period of two and a
half years, since they could do
nothing to collect the bad loans.

Ukrainians are buying back
Western subsidiaries with
clean balance sheets,
optimized cost efficiency
and high liquidity buffers
This encouraged them to sell
their loan portfolios to Ukrainian banks at knockdown prices.
These turned into profitable assets in the hands of Ukrainian

Shifts on the banking market
Western banks are leaving Ukraine. Before the crisis they
had bought overpriced banks from the local owners. Now,
Ukrainian bankers are buying them back for peanuts

Bank assets* by the origin of capital, UAH bn
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*The analysis covers banks from groups I, II and III based on the NBU
classification. As of mid-2013, the groups included 59 banks with the
total assets at 89% of all assets in Ukraine’s banking system.
**Russian banks include BTA Bank with Kazakh capital
Sources: NBU, The Ukrainian Week
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bankers and collection agencies
who still remembered their loan
collection practices from the
1990s. When, after the government changed in 2010, a campaign to oust Western subsidiaries from the Ukrainian market began, with the occasional
use of administrative leverage,
the exodus of Europeans became just a matter of time and
price.

Opposite standards

Ukrainian wildlife

160

Now, Ukrainians are buying back
Western subsidiaries with clean
balance sheets, optimized cost efficiency and high liquidity buffers
of an average of 0.2-0.6 of the
bank’s capital. Such acquisitions,
,coupled with NBU assistance to
bankers it is close to, have
boosted the share of Ukrainian
banks on the market, their assets
growing by 2/3 from the end of
2010 through mid-2013, and
36% for state-owned banks (see
Shifts on the banking market).
However, banks still have extremely low provisions for bad
assets. A lengthy recession will
only aggravate their troubles.
Their liquid assets are also very
low, with the ratio of cash and
cash equivalent to total assets at
11% in private banks and 8% in
state-owned ones. The total liquidity of private banks is essentially ensured by two major
banks – PrivatBank and Delta.
The former has increased its liquid assets to UAH 32.2bn over
the past 18 months, including
UAH 7bn on correspondent accounts in the central banks of
Latvia, Russia and Georgia
where it is actively expanding its
network and UAH 15bn in other
non-resident banks. Delta Bank
has increased its liquidity to
UAH 10.3bn, half of which is
placed abroad. It is using part of
its liquidity to buy smaller banks
and increase its presence on the
Ukrainian market.

The whiff of a new crisis

With the ongoing recession and
the depressed macroeconomic
situation, the risks inherent to
private Ukrainian banks are beginning to crystallize. If at least
one of the following factors
comes to pass, it could undermine the current misleading stability.

After the crisis, banks with Western and Russian capital set
up adequate reserves for troubled assets transparently.
They have mostly been writing them off lately so the
reserves depleted. By contrast, Ukrainian banks did not
report troubled assets transparently and never accumulated
sufficient reserves to cover them. Now, a lengthy economic
crisis may reveal that their balance sheets are much worse
than what they appear to be at first sight

Reserves for assets*, UAH bn
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**Russian banks include BTA Bank with Kazakh capital
Sources: NBU, The Ukrainian Week

One is the critical mass of
problem banks borrowing on the
interbank market and failing to
repay the loans. They thus infect
other banks, causing a domino
effect. Another is panic among
depositors who will rush to withdraw their money as soon as they
hear any alarm bells. Some are
ringing already: some banks, al-

when Europeans entered
the Ukrainian market
before the crisis, they had
no strategy. Their goal was
the fat margin between
cheap money borrowed in
Europe and expensive loans
issued in Ukraine
beit mostly small, are having a
hard time returning deposits to
their clients. The third factor is
the downward spiral of the economy that will make some borrow-

ers insolvent and turn their loans
into bad debts.
The government is not responding adequately to these
challenges. In the first case, it filters out problem banks from the
market by helping to leak information about their problems to
other bankers. As a result, sound
banks cap credit limits for the
troubled bank and the system retains liquidity. However, the
toxic bank finds itself up in the
air: it is bankrupt de facto but
neither the regulator nor the Deposit Insurance Fund seems to
notice that, and the bank continues to operate de jure, albeit incapable of returning deposits.
Moreover, it continues to accept
deposits from unaware clients at
interest rates that are far above
average.
In the second case, the central bank keeps a lid on the news
to prevent panic. Instead, it unfolds propaganda about safe
banks and encourages people to
deposit their money while the
banks offer good interest rates. If
a panic does indeed start, the
NBU can impose a ban on deposit
withdrawal.
The third challenge is a time
bomb, but the government continues to turn a blind eye to it.
While economic recession is
slow, it allows banks to hide bad
assets and avoid accumulating
provisions for them. Meanwhile,
more and more junk accumulates on their balance sheets.
This is not surprising as the crisis has pushed most enterprises
into losses, making them incapable of repaying their loans.
Plus, the government keeps
milking them through ever-increasing tax pressure to patch
holes in the budget, and
squeezes hryvnias out of the real
and financial sectors to keep the
exchange rate unchanged. Banks
roll over loans to some companies in the hope of at least getting interest from them. What
will happen when they can no
longer afford to pay even that?
The longer the recession, fueled by an ineffective government policy continues, the fewer
banks will remain afloat. The
current troubles of some small
banks may be red flags for
deeper problems. A systemic
bank crisis could just be a matter
of time.
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Oleksandr
Suhoniako:

“We’ve passed the
critical point and have
reached the super-high
instability zone”

or does this signal a systemic
crisis?

Interviewer:
Lyubomyr
Shavalyuk

– As far as I know, the sick
banks that are failing to service
their obligations before depositors are Daniel and ZakhidIncomBank. They are not returning
deposits, in spite of a court decision. Experts talk about 10 to 20
problem banks. Unfortunately,
the NBU has no transparent in-

T

he signs of a banking crisis
have mounted in Ukraine.
More and more banks are
not returning deposits to
their clients. Paradoxically, the
National Bank of Ukraine (NBU)
is not reacting to this. Most
bankers that The Ukrainian
Week tried to talk to only agree
to speak off the record. They admit that they fear government
sanctions against their banks.
Oleksandr Suhoniako, President
of the Association of Ukrainian
Banks (AUB), has agreed to
speak openly, despite the fact
that many large banks have left
the AUB after his harsh criticism
of the policy of then NBU Chairman Serhiy Arbuzov in spring
2012.

Instead of funding
the economy,
banks are forced to grant
loans to cover public
spending

UW: The Ukrainian Week has
information that at least ten
banks have difficulties with returning deposits to their clients.
Is this just an individual problem of financial institutions that
always exists in any economy,
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formation or clear position on
this. What we are seeing is just
the tip of the iceberg.
Problem banks have to be removed from the market, while
the NBU is waiting. The Deposit
Insurance Fund is taking a back
seat as well. They have been inert since the crisis broke in
2008. This is dangerous because
the problems are not being
cured, just made worse, intoxi-

cating the sound part of the
banking system. A sound bank
could give a loan to a sick one,
which will never be repaid. As a
result, a financial institution that
is doing fine now will also become a problem bank. That will
trigger a chain reaction.
In the pursuit of mythical exchange rate stability, we have
virtually lost the function of the
national money market that
could adequately respond to the
needs of the real sector.

UW: The banking sector has
normal liquidity now and interbank rates are fairly low. Does
this mean that the industry has
no problems?

Liquidity alone does not indicate the lack of problems. The
key point here is how this liquidity works. When free cash comes
into the real sector from banks at
low interest rates, the economy
is fine indeed. Unfortunately,
this is not the case here.

UW: Why is the NBU not reacting to this?

– This is an old disease: the
Central Bank reacts to conse-
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Photo: PHL

quences, not causes. Many other
institutions, not just the NBU,
have such flaws. The current
governance practice offers very
few examples of successful preventive responses to crises. One
was in 1998 when the authorities
and market players came up with
an effective solution. Unlike
Russia, Ukraine managed to
avoid a nationwide default and
the collapse of the banking system back then. In 2008, however, the NBU did not react to
our warnings (the AUB had
warned it of the looming crisis in
April 2008) and basically slept
through the beginning of the
global crisis. People say that the
latest global crisis started with a
mortgage default in the city of
Stockton, California. Ukraine
has to stay alert to nip its own
Stockton in the bud.

UW: The media has reported
that some Western financial
groups are planning to sell
their Ukrainian subsidiaries. For
instance, UniCredit is supposedly selling UkrSotsBank, and
Raiffeisen Bank – its subsidiary
Aval. Why do they not see any
prospects here? Is it about the
Ukrainian economy, the banking sector, their own problems
in Europe or is it that they can’t
come to terms with the current
government?

– Ukraine seems to be seeking European integration but
real European businesses are
leaving it. This means that the
government’s declarations do
not correspond with the reality
of its economic policy. In 2010,
an economic development programme was developed. It provided for Ukraine to join G20 by
2020. Many of its provisions are
effective. But it also required reforms, investment and increased
export. The only real accomplishments so far, include a stable exchange rate and a low inflation rate. But these are just
tools to accomplishing strategic
goals, such as greater prosperity,
improved quality of life and a
more developed economy. In
Ukraine, the tools have become
an end in themselves. As a result,
economic growth has ground to a
halt.
The main reason for the exodus of foreign banks from the
Ukrainian market stems from

Economic anemia
Banks have been lending to the government to cover
budget deficit and losses of state-owned enterprises, not
the real sector

Government and state-owned enterprise debt
to banks and NBU from 2008 to 2012, times
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2005-2008 when the national
capital market provided foreign
financial entities with access that
was not well thought out and uncontrolled. We did not set them
any requirements or priorities.
Our market was virtually left at
the mercy of foreigners. And they
were certainly not going to support our aircraft and space engineering or space technologies
with loans.
All we gained was mortgages
in foreign currencies, consumer
and car loans. This is why these
banks have now lost their strategic prospects in Ukraine. New
priorities have not been developed, while old ones have been
exhausted. The financial cycle is
over. Banks can no longer earn
on the gap in interest rates between deposits in Europe and
loans in Ukraine. The current
terms for lending to the real sector are clearly not adequate for
foreign banks. Fortunately or
unfortunately, foreign investors
can no longer turn a blind eye to
the risks we are used to. We
have to start working now to restore the share of foreign banks
in the Ukrainian banking system, but this work should be
based on the well-articulated in-

Economically, the
purchase of any
banking assets in
Ukraine is a foolish
strategy at this point

During the previous
crisis, the UAH:USD
exchange rate
dropped by 60%. A
comparison of the
depletion of reserves
back then and now
shows that the
exchange rate may
fall 30% this time. So
it could potentially
be at a level of

UAH
10.5:
USD 1

terests of Ukrainian society
rather than on new strategic
goals for foreign banks.

UW: Who could buy the subsidiaries of foreign banks in
Ukraine if they continue to
leave the country?

– Economically, the acquisition of any banking assets in
Ukraine is a foolish strategy at
this point. There is no certainty
that you will have any profit
five years after such purchase.
Angela Merkel said that the crisis in Europe will last 10 years.
It will last much longer in
Ukraine.
What will happen to the
banks that stay here? Their only
option is to cut costs, particularly interest costs, dramatically.
Over the past two years, however, the interest expense growth
rate has exceeded that of interest
income growth as a result of high
deposit interest rates. This is a
problem of the government and
commercial banks, not just the
regulator. Unless we deal with it
now, there will be very serious
consequences.

UW: How close is the banking
system to the critical point
when no-one will be able to
control the situation?

– In my opinion, we are already operating close to this critical point. What are the signals?
The budget is empty. Social benefits (pensions, wages for public
sector employees and unemployment benefits) are delayed. The
Premier blames local authorities
for budget deficits and claims
that banks support the eating up
of money through lending. However, the government owes banks
5.2 times more than it did in
2008 in outstanding government
bonds, and 15 times more to the
NBU, while lending to the entire
economy has only increased by
9% since then. Instead of funding the economy, banks are
forced to grant loans to cover
public spending. Some claim that
interest rates on loans should fall
to 14% by the New Year, but how
is this possible, given that current deposit interest rates are as
high as they are? This is why I
believe we are just a step away
from the critical point; we are in
the zone of super-high instability.
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Days of Firtash in London
There were very few people in attendance at oligarch Dmytro Firtash’s
“Days of Ukraine” in the UK who actually discovered Ukraine
Author:
Bohdan
Tsioupine,
London

PROMOTION
RACE: Oligarchs
Dmytro
Firtash and
Viktor Pinchuk
compete in
improving their
image in the
West

W

riter Oksana Zabuzhko left the London
Library after her lecture at Days of
Ukraine in the UK obviously irritated. “This is not the way it
should be done”, she explained,
forgetting to switch from English
to Ukrainian. “The main thing is
to have a target audience for
your message (about Ukraine
and Ukrainian culture). They
would then spread it further…
and that would be a discovery for
someone. And if you plan an
event like this and do not have at
least ten people who must be on
the list in an audience this
small… I was happy to see Kyiv
journalists, but … this is not for
Kyiv journalists! If Mr. Firtash
decided to spend money on me, I
want to see it spent effectively”.
Unlike Ms. Zabuzhko, attendees seemed happy with the
lecture and brief concert by the
Telnyuk Sisters. But the writer
confirmed one fact: there were
very few people in attendance
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who
actually
“discovered”
Ukraine.
Meanwhile, the Ukrainian
media coverage of Days of
Ukraine arranged by the Firtash
Foundation and funded by
Group DF gave a whole different
impression. Some editors proclaimed that “interest in Ukraine
has grown significantly in the
U.K.” following the events. In
one report from London on a nationwide Ukrainian TV channel,
the journalist held up a British
newspaper and proclaimed that
“all British newspapers” were
writing about Days of Ukraine.
The U.K.’s press market is
one of the biggest in Europe but I
did not see one real report on the
event in any national newspaper.
In fact, The Evening Standard
featured an article with beautiful
photographs advertising Days of
Ukraine and an interview with
Dmytro Firtash’s wife Lada. Several media had articles about the
exhibitions and concert that
were part of the programme, but

they were all in paid advertisement sections.
Little exaggerations tend to
mount. Thus, the Ukrainian media reports about “a street in
Cambridge named in honour of
Taras Shevchenko” left one detail out: the street was renamed
for one year to celebrate the poet’s 200th anniversary. Plus, the
street is a small albeit central alley squeezed between law, history and linguistics department
premises. “The renaming for just
one year does not make it less
symbolic”, says Dr. Rory Finnin,
Director of the Cambridge Ukrainian Studies programme. A
graduate of Columbia University,
he was the only Ukrainianspeaking voice in the coverage of
the event by Inter, a Russianlanguage TV channel owned by
Group DF through the Inter Media Group company.
Rory Finnin said that there
would be no programme of
Ukrainian studies in Cambridge
without Dmytro Firtash’s multi-

FAMILIAR FACES:
The Firtash Foundation tried hard to
attract as many visitors as possible.
Ultimately, it brought many guests
along from Ukraine

million-pound contributions. He
also said that the system of funding through Cambridge Trust
guarantees continuous funding
without the influence of the donor on how the funds are implemented at the University of Cambridge. “Otherwise, I would be
working at a different place”, Dr.
Finnin said.
Dmytro Firtash has begun to
speak more openly of the purpose of events he sponsors in the
U.K. “Our task is to communicate and show both our companies’ and the country’s potential;
show that we can enter the stock
exchange and that we have something to offer”, he said as he
opened a trading session at the
London Stock Exchange.
The most heated debate in
London is about how much
Group DF’s business interests
have in common and in conflict
with the interests of Ukraine and
the public. “Firtash spent his
own money so he could do whatever he wanted and invite whoever he wanted”, some say. He
“has no right to represent the
whole country and pretend that
his desire to promote his business interests was not central”,
others claim.
Lada Firtash, President of
the Firtash Foundation charity
fund, received boos from the
crowd when she greeted the audience of the final Days of
Ukraine concert in Russian
rather than Ukrainian. Many
others paid no mind to the unknown woman on stage. The
Ukrainians who attended the

concert were mostly young employees at London banks and
other companies, students, illegal migrant-workers and the
third generation of Ukrainian diaspora born in Manchester. They
wanted to listen to Vopli Vidopliasova, the band’s leader Oleh
Skrypka, and the leader of Plach
Yeremiyi, Taras Chubai. They
had a great time and the fact that
the event failed to lure even a
handful British visitors who
could actually discover Ukraine
is to be blamed on the organizers.
The festival concert and fair
were the only events open to the
public. The reception at the British parliament and the gala dinner at the Natural History Museum were more glamorous and
privileged. But that glamour
seemed to have impressed only
the Ukrainian reporters who
wrote how “fancy” the premises
were and wondered why neither
David Cameron nor “even former
Prime Minister Tony Blair” attended the events.
Representatives
of
the
Firtash Foundation initially
claimed that they wanted to host
100,000 guests at Days of
Ukraine. Ukrainian newspapers
reported the total number of visitors at 110,000. The Day newspaper placed attendance at
120,000 although those who actually attended the events
thought these numbers were exaggerated. We had no chance to
get specific information from the
organizers as they refused to
grant us an interview.
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The Wonder of Life
The amazing story of a girl who is a step away from
death, helping others and making the world a
brighter place
Author:
Valeria
Burlakova

T

amara Shevchuk has time
for everything. She smiles
and holds up a poster saying
“I love the Ukrainian language. Don’t break my heart!” at
protests against the notorious language law passed last summer.
Another picture features her sitting on the broken stairs of
Hostynnyi Dvir (see Unwelcome Guests at the Inn at
ukrainianweek.com), crying
after a clash with special police
units that disrupted activists protecting the architectural site from
being taken over by a private
owner and transformed into a
shopping mall. She goes on raids
with Road Control, a group of volunteer activists helping drivers to
protect their rights, and supports
the young men accused of ruining
the Lenin monument in Poltava
Oblast. She is a young artist,
studying at the Academy of Arts
and selling her paintings at charity
exhibitions. She paints murals on
the walls in children’s hospitals
and fixes playgrounds at her own
expense. Now 18, Ukrainian doctors claim she has three more
years to live at most. Tamara has
already undergone several surgeries on her spine, but the pain will
only get worse with time, and her
heart will eventually fail.

RETURN TO UKRAINE

Tamara lived in an orphanage before a pair of Ukrainian emigrants
from Argentina adopted her. When
she was 12, her adoptive parents (“I
think of them as my real parents”
Tamara says) lost good jobs and
had to move to a poor district of
Buenos Aires. “Despite the poverty,
every family had a TV set and a
gun! Everyone watches football in
Argentina!” Tamara recalls. “They
shoot into the air every time the
Argentinian team scores.”
Tamara can talk for hours about
her childhood in Buenos Aires. But
it was something else that was important for her there: this was
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where she met many generations of
immigrants from Ukraine. “Some
had left Ukraine before the Famine
(1932-33 – Ed.), others did so after
the Second World War,” she says.
“UPA (the Ukrainian Insurgent
Army – Ed.) fighters lived there!
This is where it all began.”
Half way across the world
away from her homeland, Tamara
felt the need to learn Ukrainian.
“My parents told me that I don’t
need it, that we won’t return to
Ukraine,” she notes. “Fortunately,
I was a serious swimmer. I got my
master’s degree in sports in Argentina and was preparing for the
Junior Olympics so trained six
days a week. I told my parents that
I trained seven days a week and
went to a Ukrainian Greek-Catholic Church every Sunday. It’s a
huge church, bringing together
Ukrainians from all over Argentina. That’s where I began to learn,
speak and read in Ukrainian.”
At 13, Tamara Shevchuk had a
serious spinal injury. She had to
quit sports. “I felt like nobody
needed me anymore. Sport had
been my life – I had nothing else.
So I decided to change something.” That was when she made
the decision to return to Ukraine.
Tamara’s grandparents still
lived in Ukraine. They stayed in
touch through correspondence. In
her next letter, she wrote that she
was coming to Ukraine. Then she
bought a ticket and left a note for
her mother. “It was just two
phrases,” Tamara says laughing.
“The first thing I wrote was that
Mr. Jose the son of two UPA members with whom my grandfather
had fought, really liked me and
treated me as his daughter. He
took me to an amusement park
where we won two huge stuffed
toys. I wrote that I’m leaving one
for my mum and taking the other
one with me. I also wrote that I’m
going to Ukraine. That was it.”
“This was Argentina! The procedure there is very simple: any

child can leave the country without parental consent,” Tamara explains. At that time, she had
Ukrainian citizenship, since she
was born in Ukraine, and temporary Argentinian citizenship which
she was granted in view of her athletic accomplishments.
Once in Ukraine, Tamara initially lived with her grandmother
in Ivano-Frankivsk, then moved to
Kyiv where she lived with her aunt
until her parents returned to Kyiv
from Buenos Aires.

A SPLASH OF COLOUR
IN HOSPITALS

After secondary school Tamara
entered the Ukrainian Academy of
Arts. “I was taking my entrance
exams during the language protests. I stayed at Ukrainian House
(the location of the protest in Kyiv
– Ed.), all the time cooking food
and bringing it to protesters, and
staying there overnight… But I
somehow managed to pass the exams.” Tamara works to pay her tuition. She doesn’t complain. “I
work as a guard at a kindergarten.
And I do freelance painting. Plus, I
clean floors in supermarkets.
That’s how I make UAH 5,0006,000 a month. It’s more or less
enough to cover my tuition, rent
and food.”
What she doesn’t mention is
that she spends her money on a lot
more things. After her first year at
the Academy of Arts, she had
some free time during the summer
break. “I thought I should do
something. But what? What could
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charge and whom we work for…
People are sure that it is a promotion for someone or something.
Ukrainians are not used to genuine volunteering.”

IGNITING OTHERS

I do? Not much – just paint,” Tamara shares. “I have spent a lot of
time in hospitals and I really hated
the walls there… So I decided to
paint murals on hospital walls.”
She announced her first painting campaign in a children’s hospital online. “I thought two or
three friends would come. Instead,
15 people I don’t know came. I realized that someone else needs
this, not just me, which added to
my confidence. We’ve already
painted murals in 15 hospitals.
We’ve fixed the leaking roof at the
children’s section of the Ukrainian
Specialized Radiation Clinic. We
climbed up on our own, fixed it
and fell off it. We plastered the
walls, too. In spring, we intend to
fix the windows,” she shares.
Young patients gladly help volunteers to paint murals. The authorities were going to shut down
the hospital – the only one of its
kind in Ukraine - because it was in
a very poor state. “Thanks to us, it
is still operating,” Tamara says. “It
was considered to be a hazard. But
it is actually in Pushcha Vodytsia
(an elite suburb north-west of
Kyiv where medical centres for the
treatment of serious illnesses, including tuberculosis and cancer,
and cottages that used to be stateowned townhouses but were later
privatized, are surrounded by pine
forests – Ed.). We all know very
well what a tasty morsel this is for
any construction company.”
Tamara says that doctors are
always surprised to see volunteers.
“They ask who pays us, who is in

ART THERAPY:
“Ukrainians
are not used
to genuine
volunteering,”
claims Tamara
Shevchuk

Before her work in hospitals, Tamara fixed playgrounds. “I often
deal with kids from troubled families,” she says. “Sometimes, they
sleep at my house when they have
problems with their parents. I find
them on the street.”
Tamara found 12-year old Arianna, drunk and unconscious on a
street in Troyeshchyna, an offbeat outskirt of Kyiv, at 1 a.m. “I
didn’t call the ambulance because
the doctors would report this to
social services, which could cause
the girl problems. So I sobered her
up and talked to her. I tried to find
out what made her break down,”
Tamara explains. “It emerged that
Arianna had nowhere to play.
Without play, children easily end
up in bad company.”
This incident reminded Tamara of the three playgrounds
around the building where she
lives. “The only things there were
broken swings where junkies or
drunks hung out. Then, on the internet, I saw people making various figures – lions, bears and the
like – from old car tyres. A friend
of mine works at a service station.
He helped me bring old tyres to
the playground and I could start
making something out of them.”
Tamara started with figures
from Masha and the Bear, a popular cartoon. Towards evening, I
saw a crowd with plastic bags at
the playground – they had come
to have a drink. “There they stand,
staring at me, the fool “sculpting”
car tyres late at night,” she laughs.
“Confused, they asked me:
- Does your kid play here?
- No, I don’t have kids.
- Why are you doing this then?
- I care about other kids.
- Wow!
This was all they could say before moving on, puzzled.
Next day, I was making a boatlike sandbox on the same playground. My friends cut some trees,
polished the boards and brought
them to me. Suddenly, I saw the
same guys from the previous
night. They brought a bunch of old
tyres in their old Zhyguli. “We
want to help you,” they said. Five
days later, Tamara was joined by

people from the neighbourhood.
“Yulia, the mother of a 3-year old,
who used to take her child to a
playground two blocks away, did
the most. Then the locals collected
some money to fix the swings.
Three weeks later, the whole playground was fixed… So far, we have
sorted out four playgrounds, and
are working on two more”.
Tamara also paints graffiti – her
images are mostly of UPA fighters,
black and red flags and tridents.
“I’m an artist, I decorate Kyiv,” she
says when the police question her.
“Well, keep on decorating then,” is
all the perplexed officers can say.
Tamara says she has time for
everything because she sleeps
two-three hours a day. She does
not talk about her own health, but
her friends do. “She works to buy
insulin. She has diabetes caused
by a medical mistake,” blogger
Dmytro Reznichenko wrote when
he found out about her diagnosis
and the verdict of doctors. “She
hardly sleeps at all, and when she
does, she sleeps in a semi-reclined
position. Several years ago, she
fell out of a window and injured
her back really badly. She has undergone several difficult surgeries
for vertebra implants in her
spine.” He launched a fundraising
campaign for Tamara; if not for
another surgery which costs an
unrealistic EUR 200,000 but offers no guarantees, then at least to
give the 18-year old the chance to
live a normal life for what little
time she has left.
UAH 26,000 was collected
within several days. Tamara did
not accept the money and made
her friends stop raising funds. She
decided to donate this money to a
three-year old boy with cancer
whom she met at Okhmatdyt, the
central children hospital in Kyiv.
“His parents abandoned him as a
baby when they found out that he
was born with cancer. A nurse adopted the boy… Of course, she
cannot afford the treatment. And
I’m doing fine. I found a great man
who uses herbs to suppress pain. I
couldn’t believe it was possible; I
thought it was nonsense. But he
helped”. Tamara says.
She does not want any more
surgery. “I’ve had enough! Conventional medicine has done everything possible,” she insists. “It
makes no sense to spend more
money on this. It can be used for
better causes”.
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Regular Beginnings
for an Irregular Army
Caught between warring superpowers and without a state of their own,
Ukrainians formed the Ukrainian Insurgent Army with an eye to the
creation of an independent nation
Аuthor:
Ivan Patryliak
Photos
provided by
the Centre for
the Study of
the Liberation
Movement,
Lviv
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D

uring the second half of
1942 and almost all of
1943, one of the most
unique military formations in Ukrainian history took
shape — the Ukrainian Insurgent
Army (UPA). It would become an
extraordinary example of a selfsustained autonomous military
force. Through guerrilla warfare,
it sought to be an independent
player and pursue its own goals
on the enormous battlefield that
had engulfed Europe. Surprisingly, the UPA, which to millions
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of Ukrainians is a paragon of insurgent warfare, was originally
conceived as a regular rather
than guerrilla army.

Between two frontlines

By mid-1942, the leadership of the
OUN(B) underground in Germanoccupied Ukraine were faced with
serious challenges. On the one
hand, the occupation regime had
become crueller, especially in the
territory of Reichskommissariat
Ukraine, which called for more active resistance. On the other hand,

there were reasonable fears that
the organization would not be able
to control the guerrilla element after stirring it up, which would lead
to a bloody crackdown by the German authorities. The Resistance
Movement would wane, and the
very idea of fighting for an independent Ukraine would be discredited in the eyes of the masses.
The documents and actions of the
OUN(B) clearly reflect this ambiguous situation.
The presence of a spontaneous
guerrilla movement forced the
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OUN(B) leadership in Volhynia
and Polissia to opt for deploying a
large-scale resistance movement
in August 1942. In a printed statement, regional leaders declared,
“To an oppressed people, a guerrilla war is, as a rule, the first stage
or part of a ‘grand war’, a popular
insurrection until armed people
are able to form a regular army”.
Stepan Bandera’s followers in Volhynia and Polissia sought to form
permanent guerrilla subunits
which they began to aggregate into
larger units in October 1942. German security forces reported on
29 October 1942, “On 16 October
1942,
Ukrainian
nationalists
formed a larger band for the first
time near Sarny and are constantly receiving reinforcements”.
This was also when the first largescale actions against the German
administration and police were recorded.
The
OUN(B)
leadership
viewed the situation quite differently: they interpreted the outbreak of a guerrilla war purely as
a response to Soviet and Polish
provocations aimed at stifling vital Ukrainian forces with German hands. In September 1942,
the organization’s leaders were
convinced that they had to build
up more power in order to deliver a decisive blow at this critical juncture in the war: “We
must save our strength, because
we believe that at the final stage
of the war we will have an opportunity to fight for and build our
own Ukrainian state. Not guerrilla warfare of hundreds or
thousands but a national liberation revolution of millions of
Ukrainians is the path for us”.
The discrepancies between
the two tactical approaches to
the struggle threatened to become an intractable conflict between the regional leaders in
Volhynia and the central leadership. The urgency of the situation forced Mykola “Ruban”
Lebed, then chief of the OUN(B),
to call a secret military conference in Lviv in October 1942 to
work out a joint tactic for military growth and armed struggle.
A compromise was reached
with the Volhynian regional
leadership, and the OUN(B)
sought to develop an underground regular army by reorganizing guerrilla units beginning
in early 1943.

The plan rested on the assumption that the superpowers
fighting on the Eastern Front
would finally become completely
exhausted economically, militarily and psychologically, which
would lead to internal upheavals
and eventual breakup. At the
moment when the Third Reich
and the USSR would disintegrate, the front would run along
the Mozyr¬–Voronezh–Rostovon-Don line. The chaos and
transfer of power in Moscow
were expected to last for two to
three months after which the
new rulers would begin to
“gather lands”. This hiatus had
to be used in order to create a
Ukrainian army that would go to
the front and prevent Russian intervention. Preliminary efforts to
organize an underground army
had to be made prior to the disintegration of the Eastern Front.
The idea was to reorganize guerrilla units in Volhynia and Polissia into the core of the future underground regular army, which
would be transformed into fullfledged armed forces after an
open insurgency. Resolute and
strict mobilization efforts were
expected
to
yield
an
800,000-strong army, including
500,000 personnel in Volhynia
and Galicia and 300,000 in other
Ukrainian lands.

Deployment
of a “forest army”

The first stationary guerrilla
units were set up in Polissia in
October 1942 through January
1943 and were guided by Serhii
“Ostap” Kachynsky, a regional
OUN(B) leader responsible for
organization. His work relied on
the military sections of the organization’s regional branches
whose activities were coordinated by Vasyl “Som” Ivakhiv, a
leader for military activities in
Volhynia and Polissia. In early
February 1943, the Regional Military Headquarters (RMH) was
set up there. Starting in the
spring, the RMH built the future
UPA on foundations that very
much resembled the structure of
a regular army.
Until the end of March 1943,
the nationalist military units
acted in separate squads, platoons and companies which were
organizationally coordinated by
the OUN(B) network and opera-

The UPA established
five officer training
centres that trained
some

700

men who took
commanding posts
in the army

Nearly

100
professional doctors
and

150

medical students
were recruited to the
UPA Sanitary Service
through the URC
network. Hundreds
of girls from the OUN
women’s section
were trained as
nurses

tionally by the RMH, causing
some serious confusion and
hampering further efforts to
form an underground army. To
avoid this duplication of functions, the OUN(B) Leadership of
the Northwestern Ukrainian
Lands and the RMH held a joint
meeting on 9 April 1943 and decided to call all of the OUN(B)’s
military units the “Ukrainian Insurgent Army”. The UPA had to
be divided into groups, with each
group having a clearly defined
territory in which military okruhas (districts) were formed as
administrative-territorial structures. They also served the purposes of mobilization and supply. The group commander was,
at the same time, the commandant of the respective okruha in
the territory assigned to his
group. This did away with double
leadership, and the OUN network was tasked with serving the
needs of the emergent army.
On 15 July 1943, Dmytro
Kliachkivsky set up and headed
the first Supreme Command of
the UPA, which relied upon the
OUN(B) Leadership of the
Northwestern Ukrainian Lands.
A month later, the UPA Headquarters was fully staffed. It included former UNR army officers, such as Lt. Col. Leonid

In 1943-44, the leadership
of the OUN’s underground
and the UPA’s commanders
did the impossible in laying
the foundations for a
future regular army
Stupnytsky (chief of staff), Col.
Mykola Omeliusyk and Col. Ivan
Lytvynenko.
From August 1943, the
OUN(B) underground in Volhynia and Polissia partially revealed itself and switched to military activities. The leaders announced the formation of a
“front”, which included all UPA
units, and a “zapillia”—rear-line
services provided by the OUN’s
military-administrative
structures.
In May 1943, Lebed, who was
opposed to guerrilla warfare, was
removed from the OUN(B) leadership, and Roman Shukhevych,
aka Taras Chuprynka, became
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the de facto head of the organization. As chief of the Leadership
Bureau, he became increasingly
involved in developing the UPA
jointly with a group of military
specialists. After carefully analysing the situation, they
launched another round of reorganization in autumn 1943. In
November 1943, the new UPA
Supreme Command was set up
and headed by Shukhevych himself. The Supreme Military
Headquarters was also formed
and headed by Dmytro “Perebyinis” Hrytsai. It consisted of
seven sections: I – operations, II
– intelligence, III – rear services,
IV – organization and HR, V –
training, VI – political propaganda and VII – military inspection. Subordinated to the UPA’s
military chief were also the
UPA’s communications service
and the Central Technical Communications unit, which secured
contact with the UPA Supreme
Commander, group commanders, chiefs of staff and heads of
individual units.
During the reorganization
period, the Ukrainian National
Self-Defence (UNS), which was
set up earlier in Galicia, was incorporated in the UPA, contributing 5,000-6,000 men. On 18
December 1943, Shukhevych
signed the order “On Forming
the Ukrainian Armed Forces” to
unify and merge the UPA and the
UNS into one insurgent army.
In late 1943 and early 1944,
the UPA’s field of action covered
three krais, or general military regions (in the system of territorial
division involving the OUN network and zapillia): UPA North
(Volyn, western Polissia, Zhytomyr region and north-western
Kyiv region; commander Dmytro
Kliachkivsky), UPA West (Galicia, the Carpathians, Bukovyna,
Transcarpathia, Kholm region,
Hrubeshiv region, Tomashiv region, Liubachiv region; commander Vasyl Sydor) and UPA
South (what is now Khmelnytsk,
Vinnytsia and part of Cherkasy
and Kirovohrad oblasts; commander Vasyl Kuk). The UPA Titiunnyk, an okruha group that
was part of the UPA North group
and active in the Zhytomyr region, was expected to become
UPA East, a new krai group
tasked with operations in Polissia
in Chernihiv and Sumy regions.

|
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Doctors were
at a premium.
A group
of guards
accompanying
a doctor and
a nurse from
the UPA’s
medical service.
Peremyshl
region, 1946

On a regular basis

Modelling itself after a regular
army, the UPA command placed
great emphasis on discipline. For
example, in 1943-44 the UPA
had special punitive units to
which flagrant transgressors
were sent. In September 1943,
the UPA Military Field Gendarmerie was formed, while police
stations dealt with criminal cases
in the zapillia.
In 1944, the “forest army”
also formed intelligence and
counterintelligence services. Fol-

Modelling itself after
a regular army,
the UPA command placed
great emphasis on
discipline
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lowing instructions from high
command, intelligence units
were to be set up inside UPA
headquarters and tasked with establishing a network of agents in
their areas, as well as organizing
and guiding reconnaissance and
raiding units.
In autumn 1943, the underground of the Ukrainian Red
Cross (URC) and the UPA Sanitary Services were formed. The
URC structures operated in zapillia, recruiting and training medical personnel, collecting medications, medical supplies and instruments and setting up
underground medical institutions. The URC had to set up one

sanitary kryivka (hiding place) in
the territory of each organizational kushch (territorial unit
composed of several villages) and
provide it with all the supplies
needed to take care of the
wounded and the sick. Each district had to have one clandestine
hospital able to accommodate up
to 15 wounded people. Nearly 100
professional doctors and 150
medical students were recruited
to the UPA Sanitary Service
through the URC network. Hundreds of girls from the OUN
women’s section were trained as
nurses.
Without a state of its own on
which to rely, the UPA command
did its utmost to systematically
supply the army with materiel and
foodstuffs. Following the example
of regular military formations, it
sought to train commissioned and
non-commissioned officers, secure proper pre-mobilization
training and establish a clear system for recruiting youth to the
UPA. Most of these issues were
addressed by organizational-mobilization and materiel sections in
the zapillia or the OUN. They acquired and stored weapons and
ammunition to be supplied to military units, set up production facilities to serve the needs of the
army (repairing weapons, sewing
clothes, making footwear, processing agricultural products, etc.)
and provided foodstuffs to military units. They also kept a register of men capable of military service, sought necessary military
and technical specialists for the

|
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UPA, and reinforced and staffed
new insurgent units.
An important task of the military mobilization section was to
provide military training to the
population in cooperation with
other zapillia structures. (In
1942, 10,000 people received
military training in Rivne Oblast
alone.) In addition to being
taught practical and theoretical
military science, future conscripts received training in liberal arts, politics and ideology.
Young men also received a sound
knowledge of Ukrainian literature, Ukrainian and world history, geography, geopolitics and
the ideological foundations of
Ukrainian nationalism. Evidently, it was largely this comprehensive liberal arts and ideological training that compensated for the lack of material
resources and made insurgents
extremely efficient within the
complex circumstances of the
struggle.

Cadres are the key

A characteristic feature of the
UPA’s evolution on the model of
a regular army was the addition
of military institutions to train
commissioned and non-commissioned officers. Five such centres
were set up, providing training
to a total of some 700 officers
who took commanding posts in
the UPA. The first centre, “Druzhynnyky”, was established in
Polissia and headed by Lev
“Horyn” Krysko. Its teachers
were former officers from the

UNR’s army, the Red Army and
members of the Legions of
Ukrainian Nationalists (Nachtigal and Roland). Some 60 people
were trained there in August
through December 1943.
In September 1943, the second UPA training centre, “Lisovi
Chorty”, was set up and headed
by Fedir “Pol” Polovy and Vasyl
“Borovy” Brylevsky. It operated
in Volhynia until January 1944.
After training 150 men, its staff
was moved, in February, to a
place near Dolyna in the Carpathians where the third centre,
“Oleni”, was established under
the guidance of Stepan “Khmel”
Frasuliak and later Fedir “Pol”
Polovy. This centre trained 350
men, including 230 commissioned and 120 non-commissioned officers. The latter completed training by mid-June
1944 and the former in July
1944.
Soviet security agencies that
fought with the UPA beginning
in early 1944 noted that the insurgents had a good system of
training commanders, involving
a four-month training course for
commissioned officers and a
two-month course for non-commissioned officers. Cheka men
did not want to believe that insurgent commanders could be
properly trained underground,
and provided their bosses with
false information claiming that
in addition to attending underground centres, UPA officers
were trained by the British in
Canada!

Before taking
an oath of
allegiance.
Graduates
of the UPA’s
“Oleni” officer
training
centre in the
Carpathians,
July 1944

In 1943-44, the leadership of
the OUN’s underground and the
UPA’s commanders did the impossible in laying the foundations for a future regular army.
However, when they made plans
for military capacity growth in
late 1942 and early 1943, they
had no way of knowing that the
front of the great war would
cross the Dnieper a year later
and completely “flood” the UPA’s
mainstay regions by the end of
1944. The arrival of the front,
followed by Stalin’s totalitarian
regime with its “all-seeing and
all-knowing” security services,
frustrated existing plans.
The established structure of
the UPA had to be constantly
changed for the purposes of secrecy and simplicity of command, while some attributes of a
regular army (such as the military field gendarmerie) had to be
abandoned. In 1944 through
1946, the UPA South and UPA
North groups were completely
disbanded and their remaining
staff transferred to the OUN’s
armed underground. By the end
of 1947, a similar process came
to an end in the territories of the
Buh, Lysonia and Sian military
okruhas. In the “Karpaty Hoverlia” okruha, incomplete insurgent companies operated until
the end of 1949, after which they
were disbanded on orders from

The UPA’s comprehensive
liberal arts and ideological
training compensated for
its lack of material
resources and made
insurgents extremely
efficient within the
complex circumstances of
the struggle
higher command and their staff
were moved to the armed underground. Curiously, even after the
essential incorporation of the insurgents
into
underground
structures, the Supreme Command and headquarters were
kept intact, allowing for a rapid
restoration of the UPA’s structure and its transformation into
a regular armed force under favourable geopolitical circumstances.
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The Master of Musical
Compromise
Composer Myroslav Skoryk talks about the decline of avant-garde and
the mystery of music

M

yroslav Skoryk is the patriarch of contemporary
Ukrainian music. Critics
call A Melody, his best
known piece, which was used in
the war-time drama Vysokyi Pereval (Highland Pass), “Ukraine’s
spiritual anthem”. He composed
operas, ballets and symphonies
for Ukrainian cartoons and films,
including
Sergei
Parajanov’s
Shadows of Forgotten Ancestors.
He always managed to find a compromise between styles, genres
and sounds in his music. The result was high-quality and timely
classical, spiritual and even popular music. Skoryk has taught many
generations of musicians starting
from 1959 until the present. In
2013, he celebrated his 75th birthday at the International Days of
Myroslav Skoryk’s Music.

THE MYSTERY
OF EXPRESSION

Music should appeal right to
the soul. That’s what I seek in my
music – first and foremost, I want
to stir emotions in the audience.
30-40 years ago, I and several
other Ukrainian composers – Leonid Hrabovsky and Valentyn Sylvestrov – thought that avantgarde music was the future. We
were wrong. Instead of getting
more complicated, music became
more primitive or returned to
classics - a déjà vu of simplification. People who listen to serious
music now, once more buy Tchaikovsky, Verdi, Schubert and the
like. Mass culture is everywhere.
Avant-garde music that had a
more complex harmony and a lot
of dissonance went into decline,
turning into a ghetto for few fans.
In many respects, it was a deadend branch of music evolution because it was unnatural – complication for the sake of complication. People want to hear
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something that relates to their
hearts, not decipher manmade
technical, albeit very ingenious,
elements.
I compose music based on
classic traditions but I never
shun new techniques. Still, intuition always matters most.
Computers, no matter how
smart, are not robots that will
do everything for you. They
are technology, even if very
convenient, but do not affect
the essence of the music
process. I recently composed a track for a cartoon
without writing a single
note. I just played the
tune and computers did
all the rest – harmonized
it, wrote parts for other
instruments and all
that. It is an interesting
experience of course,
but I think I would have
done a much better and
more interesting job on
my own. Still, time is
time – composers must
follow it and develop their
personal style in line with that
context.
I once researched ways to
express every sound with the
right colour. But it is extremely
difficult to actually transform music into visual material on a high
level. I also worked on the chord
theory, i.e. a system to make every
note more expressive. But the
more I deal with music, the more I
realize that much of it does not fit
into any schemes or understanding. It’s not even about the fact
that music cannot get more complicated. When I compose something, I can’t tell for sure that people will like it. I can only hope that
they do, investing all my experience and knowledge into it.

photo: Sergey Syrotenko

Interviewer:
Bohdan
Butkevych
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Still, some pieces have this expressiveness that touches the audience, and others don’t. You can’t
blame this on technique. Sometimes you listen to a song – it’s not
well-done; it’s wrong, primitive,
and yet the audience likes it. Nobody knows why this happens because it’s a mystery that no music
system available today can grasp.
I prefer to work on my
own music. When I make music
for a project, especially a film, the
director decides everything. You
think that you’ve composed a masterpiece, but the client does not
agree. What matters here is finding a compromise between a director’s vision – often so trivial
that it kills any desire to continue
to work – and your efforts. In fact,
there is always a way to come to
terms with everybody. It’s a job after all. I had a great time working
with Sergei Parajanov although he
was a weirdo and had this Oriental
backslapping habit. Of course, he
had comments about my music
but they were reasonable and adequate. One day, he asked me to
compose a tune of death. I showed
it to him. “No, this will be the tune
of love,” he said. Okay, I thought,
let it be love.
I have never been member
of any political party. I was invited to join many times, especially the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union. I always came up
with excuses to delay this - “I have
to think about it”, “I’m not ready
yet” and the like. After Ukraine
became independent, I decided to
stay out of politics. Of course, you
can’t live in a society and be absolutely free of it and its norms. I
had to compromise sometimes,
but only when it wasn’t about
something I regarded as really serious. What matters most to a musician is to compose music first
and foremost, he/she can’t disperse him/herself into various activities. So I tried to stay out of any
political activity or dangerous issues, although I fully supported
the patriotic concepts of the Sixties’ dissidents.

PLAYING IT DOWN

Music cannot be built on
standards. For a long time, it
was very important in the U.S. to
have a solid music system with
clear-cut borders, rules and a

framework within which a serious
composer had to work. Take Arnold
Schoenberg
(AustrianAmerican composer of Jewish origin who worked in Germany,
France and the U.S. – Ed.) and
his dodecaphony – the twelvetone technique he devised,
whereby a note is not repeated
until all the other 11 notes of the
chromatic scale (a chromatic
scale has 12 notes) are sounded.
He once said that his invention
will help German music to conquer the world in the next 50
years. Half a century later that
system has still not generated a
single outstanding composer.
This is because such an approach
is standardized and not serious.
Music should be similar to folk
music in terms of being something that people can relate to.
When American journalists asked
Henryk Górecki, a well-known
Polish composer, about the system in which he worked after the
successful performance of his
symphony in the U.S., he replied:
“I don’t give a damn about those
systems.”
Classical music is elite in
essence, so should not be imposed on the audience. This is
what the Soviet government was
doing. It is largely why Ukrainians first rushed to love things like
Besame Mucho, and later
switched to low-grade pop music.
The idiotic persecution, whereby
someone who listened to the “immoral” Besame Mucho could have
been put in jail, only aggravated
this.
Pop music has taken over
everything in recent decades.
Of course, any music is necessary
and all music must have its niche.
If you come to a strip bar, you
don’t need Brahms. After all, I
used to play and compose quite a
few entertainment pieces myself.
However, 90% of what is called
show business today is blatant
kitsch, not to mention plagiarism.
There is too little professionalism
in the industry now. And there is
a huge tilt towards primitive music. People who want to think
about the sense of life or something more complicated will have
to opt for Brahms after all. In
many aspects, this is a downgrade
in the music industry, i.e. people
are intentionally fed a poor qual-

BIO

Myroslav Skoryk is a contemporary Ukrainian composer. Born
in 1938 in Lviv, he is the great-nephew of Solomiya Krushelnytska, one of the brightest Ukrainian sopranos of the 20th
century. In 1947, the Skoryk family was repressed and deported
to Siberia. Only after Stalin’s death in 1955, was the family allowed to return to Lviv. In 1955-1960, Skoryk studied at the
Mykola Lysenko Conservatory in Lviv. From 1966 through the
late 1980s, he taught composition at the Kyiv Conservatory,
then worked in the U.S. for a long time, and in Australia until
1996. In the late 1990s, Skoryk returned to Ukraine. He became dean of the History of Ukrainian Music Department at
the National Music Academy in 1999 and Artistic Director of
the Kyiv Music Fest in 2002. In April 2011, Skoryk was appointed Artistic Director of the Kyiv Opera House. His music is
played in the U.S., Canada, Australia, France, Germany, Poland,
the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Russia, Georgia, Armenia and the
Baltic States.
ity product and persuaded that
that’s the way it should be. The
less intellectual investment, the
more cash. However, I think the
audience is gradually tiring of
this and turning to better music.
Take the Kyiv Music Fest (Myroslav Skoryk is the festival’s Artistic Director – Ed.). More and
more people come every year, the
concerts are sold out, and still
more young people come. This
proves that today’s primitiveness
is something unnatural and will
die out under normal influences.
The increasingly popular
electronic music operates
with sounds rather than melodies. It’s more of a sonorous
mix of noises – sometimes even
well-composed – than real music.
I don’t think it’s possible to compose a serious piece of music
based on sounds. But to each his
own. Live instruments are still
the best option in symphonic music – the area I work in. Still, electronic substitutes are so good
now that they are even better for
pop music because they require
fewer resources.
The current situation in
music reminds me of the 18th
century in many internal and
external aspects. Composers
and musicians both find it difficult to survive without rich donors and sponsors. Music is also
experiencing a certain stagnation
and lack of new bright names. I
can’t really name any great composers right now. Most of those
whom we view as the best composers are not. But a new Bach
may well be ripening somewhere.
Perhaps he has even composed
some pieces but they are yet unknown.
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2 November, 7 p.m.

3 November, 19:00

Through 6 November, 7 p.m.

Marcus Miller

Ennio Morricone

Document

Well-known jazzman, multi-instrumentalist and composer Marcus
Miller will present his new album, Renaissance, in Kyiv this fall. His distinct
style and resonating elastic bass
sound, much like the twang of a bowstring, makes Marcus Miller’s music
unique and easily-recognized. The
new album features the work of a big
team of jazz performers, including
saxophonist Alex Han, pianists Federico Gonzalez Pena and Kris Bowers
and jazz singer Gretchen Parlato. The
audience will hear their wonderful
creation this coming Saturday night.

The maestro and composer will
give an amazing present to the Ukrainian audience on his 85th birthday. Ennio Morricone has devoted 50 years of
his life to composing music for mas-

terpieces of world cinematography.
Although his name is mostly associated with soundtracks to modern cult
movies, the pieces are more than just
film music – they have a life of their
own. Ukrainian fans will hear tunes
from some of their favourite movies,
including Malena, Once Upon a Time
in America, Django Unchained and
others.

The second international theatre festival,
Document, kicked off
in Kyiv, Lviv, Odesa,
Kherson and Kharkiv
at the end of October. The goal of the
festival is to share experiences and encourage documentary theatre artists to communicate and exchange ideas. The Kyiv section will offer a reality show with the
intriguing incomprehensible title
лЕ29дЕ31нЕ30ц - 90 minutes of consumer space. The title is a code of the
names of the playwrights and directors who worked on it, including E29
for playwright Tetiana Kytsenko and
director Tamara Trunova; E31 for playwright Dan Humennyi and director
Olena Roman, and E30 for playwright
Oksana Savchenko and director Andriy
Mai. Apparently, the artists have borrowed their codes from symbols for
artificial food components used on
product labels in Ukraine.

8 November, 7 p.m.

15 – 17 November

From 15 November

Goran Bregovic

Night in Lviv 2013:
November

New British Film Festival
– 2013

Night tours are becoming yet another of the many attractions of Lviv, the
cultural heart of Ukraine. The Night in Lviv
promotion campaign now takes place
twice a year – in July and November. This
fall programme features around 100
night-time attractions for everyone. You
will have the opportunity to attend plays
by the Voskresinnia (Resurrection) Theatre, a wide range of city tours including
one to the historic Lychakiv Cemetery, a
fashion night, numerous concerts, gigs
and workshops. This is a destination for
anyone seeking a blast of joy and fun.

As always, film lovers will have
the opportunity to see a series of the
Ukrainian premieres and projects of
British cinematography. This year’s
festival is the thirteenth, featuring
eight new movies. Diana is a melodrama that reveals the secrets of the
last two years of Princess Diana’s life
and love. Hyde Park on Hudson is a
story about the relationship between
US President Franklin Roosevelt and
his cousin. The
story of a young
couple’s toad trip is
the plot of the
black
comedy,
Sightseers.
The
Selfish Giant, directed by Clio Barnard, is based on
Oscar Wilde’s fairy
tale.

International Culture and Arts
Centre (1, vul. Instytutska, Kyiv)

International Culture and Arts
Centre
(1, vul. Instytutska, Kyiv)
The fall concert season would not
be complete without a vibrant show
from the world-renowned Balkan
composer Goran Bregovic. Along with
his Wedding and Funeral Orchestra,
Bregovic will present his new programme. His music is always a unique
combination of otherwise opposite
music genres – Balkan folk music,
symphonies and rock. Make sure to
book your tickets in advance – Ukrainians love his fusion of Gypsy rhythms
and traditional Bulgarian music.
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Ukraine Palace (103, vul. Velyka
Vasylkivska, Kyiv)

Ploshcha Rynok, Gallery-Café
Shtuka, Museum of Religious
History and other venues
(8, vul. Kotliarska; 1, Museina
Ploshcha, Lviv)
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Bilshovyk shopping mall
(6, vul. V. Hetmana, Kyiv)

Kyiv Movie Theatre
(19, vul. Velyka Vasylkivska,
Kyiv)
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A Monastery by the
Devil’s Rock
The walls of the True Cross Monastery in Pidkamin are
like an open history book bearing traces of the Batu
Khan invasion, two world wars and Soviet occupation

Article and
photos by
Olena
Maksymenko
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n their own way, all neglected
architectural sites have something miserable in common.
The Monastery of the Origin of
the True Cross in Pidkamin, a village in Brody Region, Lviv Oblast,
looks far from miserable. But all
historical turmoil since medieval
times has left a trace on its walls,
as if in an open book.
Now a village, Pidkamin used
to be the Town under the Stone –
this is what the name means in
Ukrainian. Legend has it that it
once sheltered 12 monks fleeing
Kyiv in 1234 during the devastating
invasion by Batu Khan. They built
a chapel and set up a cross but did
not survive long. The Mongol invasion reached their village, the
shrine was destroyed and the
monks were killed. According to
other assumptions, the first fortifications at the spot where the monastery now stands were built based
on a project by Danylo Halytskyi
(Daniel of Galicia), Prince of
Halychyna, who designed defences
on the inaccessible slopes of the
land there.
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Pidkamin and the monastery of
the Dominican Order are first mentioned in records from the 15th
century. A century later the town
was attacked once again and the
monastery was demolished. It was
restored to its present form in the
17-18th centuries. The construction
was interrupted twice because the
roof collapsed as a result of errors
in the design, and the beginning of
the liberation war.

Thrice-born

The First and the Second World
Wars also left their devastating
marks. The library burned down
along with the books, the cathedral
was shut down, and the monks
were deported to Siberia in the
1940s. The monastery switched
from being a prison and torture
chamber, to a morgue for victims
of the plague, to a warehouse for
fertilizers – their chemical fumes
ruined ancient frescoes, to an asylum which still occupies part of the
monastery. The only thing that
prevented Soviet authorities from
leveling the church to the ground

was the steep slope that bulldozers
could not navigate. Today, the
monastery belongs to the Greek
Catholic Church and the few
monks living there are restoring
the shrine on their own. Unfortunately, the mighty defensive walls
cannot protect it from corrosion
and decay. The monks claim that
the copper gilded column crowned
with the sculpture of the Mother of
God in the monastery’s courtyard
has begun to turn from green to
gold since they settled there. Photographs taken over the years confirm this: the golden streak is gradually growing from top to bottom.
The state does not allocate any
funds for restoration while the
walls continue to crumble, so
NGOs and private companies are
helping the monks. NGOs organize
volunteer camps where young people from different countries come
to help the monks restore the
church. Private companies provide
technical assistance. The result is a
weird combination of brand new
plastic windows in old time-worn
walls.
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The priests and monks eagerly
show people around and share
their stories. The grand church
with its bell tower was once a
prison. On the brink of death, people burned anything they could to
keep warm, including icons. But
they rescued a man-sized gothic
crucifix – they threw it over the
fence to the locals. This is now in
its proper place next to the altar.
The underground church officially
called “the winter church” has hidden tunnels leading to the Devil’s
Rock, since the monastery served
as a defence fortress in addition to
being a shrine. This is now a pilgrimage destination, the monks tell
stories of the blind getting their
sight back and of people recovering
from serious illnesses. They also
share stories about ghosts restlessly haunting the monastery. The
fortification offers a breathtaking
view of the Pochayiv Monastery
and the beautiful surrounding
area.
After all these walls have gone
through, they still have a powerful
atmosphere in the air. Being here
feels light and serene. You just
want to freeze for a moment, sitting for hours on the bulwarks under the strong and kind walls. This
place remains more powerful than
any human evil.

Rising from the deep seas

The Devil’s Rock is smaller in size
but as legendary and mysterious
as the monastery. According to local lore, the devil once got mad at
the Dominican monks, tore off a
piece of the Carpathian Mountains
and threw it at the monastery. The
piece did not reach it. According
to archeologists, the huge 16-me-

tre high rock may have been a
shrine in the early Iron Age. Findings from the 11-7th centuries B.C.
confirm this. Geologists claim that
Devil’s Rock is a piece of coral reef
that appeared here millions of
years ago when the terrain was
under the sea.
Some sources stated that the
rock had been a pagan shrine: a
special niche underneath had supposedly been used for sacrifices to
the gods. According to other assumptions, the rock had been in
the foundation of the ancient
wooden fortification mentioned
above. It is believed that Oleksa
Dovbush – a Ukrainian Robin

The state does not allocate
any funds for restoration
while the walls continue
to crumble,
so NGOs, volunteers and
private companies are
helping the monks
Hood, used the rock as one of his
observation points. Today, the reef
rock challenges all lovers of extreme activities: climbing it is a real
challenge.
The rock is surrounded by
stone crosses and tombstones from
the 17th century. Some sources say
that these are Cossack graves. Others claim this to be a cemetery – all
that remains of the Savior Church.
The tombstones stand over the
graves of pioneer monks who came
here from Kyiv. Caves are located
nearby in the brushwood. Initially,
they were natural but the monks

started mining rock to expand the
monastery, so the caves became
much deeper. Apparently, the underground caves served as cave
churches or cells for the first
monks. Rebels found shelter here
in times of trouble and hid their
treasures in the caves. The caves
could well be connected to the
monastery’s underground tunnels.

Saved by music?

Since 2007, Pidkamin has mostly
been associated with the annual international ethnic rock festival of
the same name. Every year, more
and more young people come here
seeking music and drive, and Devil’s
Rock becomes the heart of the vibrant groove. The locals benefit
from this too: this year’s festival had
nearly 40,000 guests and organizers claim that this is not the limit.
The special thing about the
Pidkamin festival is that it remains
free and open to everyone, while
doing its best to catch up with commercial festivals. In addition to the
music programme, it offers a literary event and a movie night.
Thus, the new tradition has
added a further layer to living history. Once the festival is over, life
returns to its normal quiet provincial rhythm. The locals take care of
their cattle, hang laundry in their
backyards, ride horse-pulled carts;
young people party in village clubs
and pubs; masses are held in
churches every day, even if no-one
attends. Because of its neglected
appearance, the Pidkamin Monastery is not mentioned in most
guidebooks. But this may be for the
better: its doors will still be open to
everyone, while the serenity will
not be disturbed.
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Starship Troupers
If starships are ever built, it will be in the far future. But that does not
deter the intrepid band of scientists who are thinking about how to do it

S

pace, as Douglas Adams
pointed out in The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy,
is big. Really big. It is so big,
in fact, that even science fiction
struggles to make sense of it. Most
sci-fi waves away the problem of
the colossal distances between
stars by appealing to magic, in the
form of some kind of faster-thanlight hyperdrive, hoping readers
will forgive the nonsense in favour
of enjoying a good story.
But there are scientists, engineers and science-fiction writers out
there who like a challenge. On October 22nd a small but dedicated audience gathered at the Royal Astronomical Society (RAS) in London to
hear some of them discuss the latest
ideas about how interstellar travel
might be made to work in the real
world. The symposium was a fol-
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low-up to a larger shindig held earlier this year in San Diego.
Starship research is enjoying
something of a boom. “A few years
ago, there was only one organisation in the world working on interstellar travel,” Jim Benford, a microwave physicist and former fusion
researcher, told the conference.
“Now there are five.” The following
day many of the speakers at the
event would visit the British Interplanetary Society (BIS, the venerable organisation of which Dr Benford spoke) to discuss design details
for a starship named Icarus.
Starship research has always
been a small field, full of iconoclasts
and dreamers fitting the activity
around their “proper” jobs. Serious
work in the field dates back to 1968,
when Freeman Dyson, an independent-minded physicist, investigated

the possibilities offered by rockets
powered by a series of nuclear explosions. Then, in the 1970s, the
BIS designed Daedalus, an unmanned vessel that would use a fusion rocket to attain 12% of the
speed of light, allowing it to reach
Barnard’s Star, six light-years away,
in 50 years. That target, though not
the nearest star to the sun, was the
nearest then suspected of having at
least one planet.

How final a frontier?

After Daedalus, interest flagged.
Lately, though, several developments have given the field a shot in
the arm.
The internet has made it easier
for like-minded dreamers to get in
touch. Astronomers have discovered thousands of alien planets (including, possibly, one around Alpha

|
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Centauri B, which at 4.4 light-years
away is part of the star system that
actually is closest to the sun), and
this exoplanet boom has caught the
public’s imagination, as well as giving starship researchers a list of destinations. The rise of the private
space industry, which aims to slash
the cost of getting into orbit, brings
hope that the sort of orbital infrastructure which would be needed to
build a starship might one day be
developed. And the involvement of
DARPA, an arm of the American
defence department, which is sponsoring a long-term project to develop the sorts of technology a starship might require, has brought
money and attention.
The chief problem, as Adams
noted, is distance. During the cold
war America spent several years
and much treasure (peaking in 1966
at 4.4% of government spending) to
send two dozen astronauts to the
Moon and back. But on astronomical scales, a trip to the Moon is
nothing. If Earth—which is
12,742km, or 7,918 miles, across—
were shrunk to the size of a sand
grain and placed on the desk of The
Economist’s science correspondent,
the Moon would be a smaller sand
grain about 3cm away. The sun
would be a larger ball nearly 12 metres down the hall. And Alpha Centauri B would be around 3,200km
distant, somewhere near Volgograd,
in Russia.
Chemical rockets simply cannot
generate enough energy to cross
such distances in any sort of useful
time. Voyager 1, a space probe
launched in 1977 to study the outer
solar system, has travelled farther
from Earth than any other object
ever built. A combination of chemical rocketry and gravitational kicks
from the solar system’s planets have
boosted its velocity to 17km a second. At that speed, it would (were it
pointing in the right direction) take
more than 75,000 years to reach Alpha Centauri.
Nuclear power can bring those
numbers down. Dr Dyson’s bombpropelled vessel would take about
130 years to make the trip, although
with no ability to slow down at the
other end (which more than doubles the energy needed) it would zip
through the alien solar system in a
matter of days. Daedalus, though
quicker, would also zoom right past
its target, collecting what data it
could along the way. Icarus, its spiritual successor, would be able at

least to slow down. Only Project
Longshot, run by NASA and the
American navy, envisages actually
stopping on arrival and going into
orbit around the star to be studied.
But nuclear rockets have problems of their own. For one thing,
they tend to be big. Daedaluswould
weigh 54,000 tonnes, partly because it would have to carry all its
fuel with it. That fuel itself has mass,
and therefore requires yet more fuel
to accelerate it, a problem which
quickly spirals out of control. And
the fuel in question, an isotope of
helium called 3He, is not easy to get
hold of. The Daedalus team assumed it could be mined from the

A true interstellar machine
moving at a tenth of
the speed of light
would consume more juice
than the entirety
of present-day civilisation
atmosphere of Jupiter, by humans
who had already spread through the
solar system.
A different approach, pioneered
by the late Robert Forward, was
championed by Dr Benford and his
brother Gregory, who, like Forward
was, is both a physicist and a science-fiction author. The idea is to
leave the troublesome fuel behind.
Their ships would be equipped with
sails. Instead of filling them with
wind, an orbiting transmitter would
fill them with energy in the form of
lasers or microwave beams, giving
them a ferocious push to a significant fraction of the speed of light
which would be followed (with luck)
by an uneventful cruise to wherever
they were going.
Without fuel, the ships could be
small, and therefore easy to accelerate. They might even be able to stop
at their destinations by employing
the solar wind of the target star to
slow themselves down, using a second, so-called magnetic sail. The
basics of the technology already exist: microwave sails have flown in
laboratories. And the transmitter
could be reused, which would make
such ships cheaper than one-shot
nuclear rockets.
© 2013 The
Economist
Newspaper
Limited. All
rights reserved

Because it’s there

“Cheaper”, though, is a relative
term. Jim Benford reckons that
even a small, slow probe designed

to explore space just outside the solar system, rather than flying all the
way to another star, would require
as much electrical power as a small
country—beamed,
presumably,
from satellites orbiting Earth. A true
interstellar machine moving at a
tenth of the speed of light would
consume more juice than the entirety of present-day civilisation.
The huge distances involved mean
that everything about starships is
big. Cost estimates, to the extent
they mean anything at all, come in
multiple trillions of dollars.
That illustrates another question
about starships, beyond whether
they are possible. Fifty years of engineering studies have yet to turn up
an obvious technical reason why an
unmanned starship could not be
built (crewed ships might be doable
too, although they throw up a host of
extra problems). But they have not
answered the question of why anyone would want to go to all the trouble of building one.
Ian Crawford, an astronomer at
Birkbeck College, London, pointed
out that sending a robotic probe to
another star would be much better,
scientifically, than studying it
through telescopes. He even presented a checklist of the instruments
such a mission should carry, and of
the questions—in stellar physics,
planetary science and general astronomy—it could be designed to answer. But for many of those attending such conferences, “because we
can” would be reason enough to try.
Several speakers at the RAS
agreed that a starship would not be
feasible until such time as human
beings had spread through most of
Earth’s solar system, and possessed
an economy able to command the
resources of more than one planet.
Whether that day will arrive is an
open question. Gregory Benford
said that Thomas Jefferson, America’s third president, guessed it
might take a thousand years for the
American frontier to advance to the
Pacific Ocean. Humans are bad at
prediction, Dr Benford argued, and
often things thought on the edge of
possibility happen faster than anyone would have believed.
Of course, the past is not necessarily any guide to the future, and
the magnitude of the problems involved in space exploration dwarf
any earthly analogy. Gregory Benford may be wrong. But he and his
fellow starship designers are, by necessity, an optimistic bunch.
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KYIV

3, vul. Lysenka tel: (044) 235-88-54; 5,vul. Spaska tel: (044) 351-13-38,
33/2, Povitroflotskiy Prospekt tel: (044) 275-67-42

LVIV
7, Prospekt Svobody tel: (032) 235-73-68

VINNYTSIA

89, Soborna tel: (0432) 52-9341

TERNOPIL

7-9, vul. Valova tel: (0352) 25-4459

KHARKIV

3, vul. Sumska tel: (057) 731-5949

IVANO-FRANKIVSK

31, vul. Nezalezhnosti tel: (0342) 72-2502

VOLODYMYR-VOLYNSKIY

6, vul. Kovelska tel: (03342) 2-1957
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